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Dave Carroll, Nick Cobban, Alan Lloyd and Lee Wilkinson went to the USA. Did we get a
postcard? Did we get t-shirt? We did not! Check out the Borrowed Vinyl Word to see if they
apologise for ignoring us.

Mr Angry tries to get fit
Keith listens to Paul Barrett
TFTW goes back in time for a new series
We “borrow” more stuff from Nick Cobban
Jazz Junction, Soul Kitchen, Blues Rambling
And more....
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The man in the bed
next to Keith takes a
sip of water and
groans “ Can you
scratch my nose
please and HOLD
THE THIRD PAGE! ”
Hi Gang,
It’s Christmas again, where has the year gone? I must have blinked. Personally speaking I’m not a
fan of this time of year. For young children it is, of course, a magical time, but I love the spring,
when everything is coming to life; the long warm evenings, day trips a plenty to the seaside, ice
cream and fish and chips. Luckily here at Tales From The Woods headquarters we’re just an
hour or so from Hastings, Bexhill, a little more from the delights of the Kent coast, plenty of leisure
time to be squeezed into all things Tales From The Woods. Anyway folks, down to business. I’d
like to thank all our paper subscribers who responded so swiftly with kind words received from
your letters, renewing your subscription and accepting the necessary increase without complaint;
a big thank you from us all here at Tales From The Woods.
I’d like to mention that if you have any difficulty receiving the magazine, or if it arrives late, or
indeed not at all, please don’t hesitate to let us know; phone, write, email anyway you choose. The
e-magazine normally appears within the first few days of the given month of release, and by the
time the magazine has been dispatched to the printers, collected within a day or so, prepared for
postage and dispatched we expect the magazine to slip through your letter box within two weeks
of it appearing on-line. Therefore if it’s not in your eager hands by 17th of the month concerned,
then we’ll definitely want to hear about it, although obviously being Christmas it’s very likely to be
later than normal. February, April, June and so forth, if your bi-monthly magazine has not arrived,
by that date, please let us know.
Since Issue 105, we’ve been really busy, putting together a show for June 16th 2019 at the
legendary 100 Club, 100 Oxford Street London, as I’m sure you all would have seen by our flyer
on page two of this magazine. Wow! Factor in overdrive on this one; Tales From The Woods Is
bringing to London for an exclusive, the one and only Raging Cajun himself, the fantastic Doug
Kershaw. If that is not enough, returning to a TFTW stage by popular demand after an absence of
several years will be the man who, as a part of hit making band Matchbox, put rockabilly in the
charts during the 1980s. I refer of-course to Graham Fenton who, like the Louisiana Man himself,
will be backed up by the most professional and versatile band in the land, the Tales From The
Woods Band. Yours truly will be the MC and our very own John “Mr Angry” Howard will, as
always, be spinning the appropriate wax. By the time this magazine issue 106 hits your screen or
drops through your letter box tickets will be on sale and ready for distribution. Such is the
excitement created, already tickets are selling, and seating is being requested by many, so not too
much time to waste. To avoid disappointment, tickets can be bought directly via TFTW, either by
cheque, PayPal, cash, or if you prefer to pay via debit/credit card you need to go via the 100 Club
and you’ll receive an e-ticket which will be exchanged for tickets at the box office. Details of
purchasing via the “we got tickets” system is displayed on our flyers, posters and advertising - if
you wish to investigate further details of their system please go to their website. A polite reminder
if you’re a Woodie (a member/subscriber) you have to come via us to claim your discount. Contact
details can be found on the back page of this magazine and on our flyers/posters along with
general advertising.
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As all good roots music loving people would have read in my “Buzz” column in issue 105, my
birthday soiree at Gerry’s club was indeed a blast; so much so, we’re going to do it again in
February 2019, exact date yet to be decided and confirmed, except of course it won’t be my
birthday. This time, we’ll be celebrating all those Woodies whose birthdays fall between 1st
January 2019, and mid-March. We’ll be having live music as well as a suitable sound track
provided by our ever genial and accommodating host, Michael Dillion, who has been running this
oasis of peace and tranquillity in the centre of Soho for some years. Do you have a birthday that
falls between these dates or maybe just want to join us? We’ll look forward to seeing you, the only
stipulation is that obviously you need to be a Woodie (member/subscriber) and you’ll need to
contact us before our little soiree so we can place your name on the list, as I’m sure you can all
appreciate it has limited capacity. Another reason being the Tales From The Woods band
members want a couple of get togethers before that all important June date at the 100 Club, to try
out an idea or two, a special guest or three, and I’m sure they will want to try and test material
they may like to perform at some Tales From The Woods show in the not too distant future.
Check out the website for all the relevant updates for this and all our events. Alan our website
master does a wonderful job behind the scenes helping to keep all that information rolling, as well
as being the secretary for all our social events including our last Thursday of each and every
month gang meet ups.
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Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to pianist, singer, songwriter, bass
guitarist and for many years one half of the hugely successful duo “Chas and Dave” Chas
Hodges who sadly passed away on 22nd September 2018 from pneumonia aged 74.
It always come as a shock when a performer
who has appeared on our shows dies,
regardless whether the death is sudden or
bravely suffered maybe over a period of years,
whilst on stage showing little sign and refusing
to dwell upon it whilst laughing, joking and
having fun off stage with fellow artists,
musicians and fans alike. However with Chas it
would prove to be a little of each. We know of
course that he had been suffering from
oesophageal cancer, the news was out that this
terrible disease was in remission, ordered to
Chas at the Joe Meek special
rest up for the remainder of the current year, we
2013 © Paul Harris
all fully expected to hear that Chas would be
back on the road, no doubt to been seen with
his long-time partner Dave on our television screens again, hear them being interviewed on the
radio talking about being back on the boards, maybe a new album. “Chas will be alright won’t he?”
we would say to each other, Blimey! He’s a Tottenham/Edmonton boy, tough as old boots, a
‘working class hero’.
My dad used to call into the Rose and Crown in the high street, where Chas’ mum used to play
the piano, I even met her son Chas at my mate Ken Major’s birthday party. A couple of decades
later, I had a brief chat with him and Dave at the bar of the Hammersmith Odeon, where a shared
hero Jerry Lee Lewis would soon be hitting the stage, and I remember being pleasantly surprised
how easy they were to talk to, no standing on ceremony, like all the fans in this historical theatre
just there to see old Jerry Lee. Fast forward to the final year of the first decade of this present
century 2010, 100 Club, London, the fourth in the series of TFTW’s 2is Reunion and Rock’n’Roll
Heritage Shows, this particular show a celebration of 1950s television rock and pop shows,
subtitled “At the TV Hop”, a slight departure from the previous three shows which more or less
stuck to the rather restricted formula of performers whose careers began at this legendary Soho
venue.
Roy Young was the headliner whose own career took off on television shows such as BBC’s
Drumbeat and ITV’s ground-breaking Oh Boy. Roy had just returned to the UK after over three
decades spent stateside, and this was his first major show, returning to a London venue after a
gap of over thirty years. There was certainly a buzz in the air, and his old buddy Chas Hodges
came along, not just to cheer him on, but along with Chas and Dave’s drummer the late Micky
Burt joined Roy on stage for an impromptu jam. Chas would go on to perform three more shows
for us, only these times in his own right, at the nearby Borderline off Charing Cross Road, London,
one of which being a celebration of record producer Joe Meek where those appearing, like Chas,
had recorded at Meek’s tiny north London studio. Another was a celebration of the legendary Star
Club Hamburg, indeed one of TFTW’s cherished memories, photos from that show can be found on
our website. The finale is particularly poignant as sadly two of the headliners are no longer with
us, Roy Young and of course Chas, who just loved to perform, a true peoples person, as they
would say over in Tottenham and Edmonton, a genuine geezer.
Chas also headlined one of TFTW’s rare provincial theatre shows, the venue in question being the
quaint and privately owned Empire in the picturesque village of Halsted, Essex. On the bill that
evening making his TFTW debut was front man of the Nashville Teens, Ray Phillips,
rockabilly/country singer and guitarist Terry Wayne who had previously appeared on our very first
2is show back in 2007. A local Bromley singer Ray Lee had the unenviable task of opening the
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show and, I’m sure Ray wouldn’t mind me saying, as show time approached nerves got the better
of him. Chas being the old trooper, the true professional, sat with Ray, helping to calm his nerves
until it was time to hit the stage.
Born Charles Nicholas Hodges on 28th December
1943, second son of Albert and Daisy (formerly
Shaw) his father died when Chas was just four.
Daisy, a talented pianist, took to playing piano in
pubs in their native area of North London,
Edmonton; word spread swiftly and soon she was
playing neighbouring Tottenham, Walthamstow and
the like. As a small boy Chas attended Eldon Road
primary school, very bright and keen to make the
best of himself he possibly could have passed his 11 plus with considerable ease, a gateway to
grammar school. In 1956 Rock’n’Roll spread across the Atlantic from the USA and, like countless
thousands of teenagers around the globe, or at least those privileged enough to be allowed
access to it, it swept him off his feet. Little Richard, Bill Haley, Fats Domino, as well as our very
own home grown king of skiffle Lonnie Donegan with whom he would retain a lifelong respect as
well as close friendship that lasted until Donegan’s passing in 2003.
Later that same year the film that influenced like no other and would continue to do so throughout
the decades that followed “The Girl Can’t Help It” hit the screens across Britain, the
aforementioned Little Richard and Fats Domino had cameos In the movie, as did Gene Vincent
and Eddie Cochran. Chas had not seen those two before, and to a 13 year old kid from north
London it was a revelation, he bought his first guitar soon after. In 1958 Jerry Lee Lewis came to
the Regal, Edmonton on that ill-fated tour, and Chas was in the audience; he was mesmerized
and both a lifelong admiration and soon to be friendship developed. Also in the audience that
evening was a young kid from the leafy suburb of Cheshunt, Hertfordshire, who was beginning to
get noticed singing in a Soho coffee bar called the 2is; his name, Cliff Richard.
Around this period Chas had joined a local skiffle group, The Horseshoe which rapidly evolved
into a Rock’n’Roll group, playing youth clubs and local pubs despite his tender years. Whether
through tiredness, lateness, or maybe he just dreamed of being a Rock’n’Roll star, he was
expelled from school at 15, but found gainful employment as apprentice to a watch and
clockmaker; however it didn’t last too long, dismissed for lateness. By now he was a semi
professional musician with no distractions so he could now concentrate on the career of his
dreams, investing in an electric bass, indeed a rarity in the UK, joined Billy Gray and The Stormers
heading off with them for a summer season at Butlins holiday camp in Filey, North Yorkshire,
splitting to join The Outlaws a genuinely talented backing band for British Rock’n’Roll singer Mike
Berry, where another friendship developed that would last a lifetime.
It was as part of that group that he would make his very first recordings, under the guidance of Joe
Meek at his makeshift recording studio in Holloway, an inner suburb of north London, backing
other artists too, that were part of that set-up at the time including actor turned singer John Leyton
who had a hugely successful year with both Johnny Remember Me and Wild Wind which were
both big chart hits in 1961. The Outlaws were a much in demand band for both recording and live
shows with or without their leader Mike Berry. For Chas it must have seemed like a dream come
true when, over the next couple of years, he found himself backing
two of his greatest Rock’n’Roll heroes; Jerry Lee Lewis who they
backed on UK dates as well as heading out to Germany to play at
the famous Star Club Hamburg. It was Lewis that inspired Chas to
switch from bass to piano along with developing a lasting
friendship, once Lewis had returned home to the States.
They did basically the same venue tour with Gene Vincent, and it
was on this second visit to Hamburg that another lifelong
friendship was struck up with Cliff Bennett and members of his
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Rebel Rousers band and Liverpool’s finest, Kingsize Taylor and the Dominos. For both the Lewis
and Vincent tours they had been joined on lead guitar by future Deep Purple guitarist, Ritchie
Blackmore. 1965 would see him jump ship and join Cliff Bennett and the Rebel Rousers who at
the time were managed by Brian Epstein, touring Germany as support act to The Beatles just prior
to Cliff Bennett’s hit making peak, which began with Got To Get You Into My Life putting very
much their own stamp on this Lennon and McCartney composition lifted from the Revolver album.

An old museum-piece here, taken when The Outlaws were also backing Gene Vincent, at The Princess
Theatre Club, Manchester, on 29 Sept 1963 (support was Sutch & The Savages.) Line-up (L to R): Ken
Lundgren (rhythm guitar); Mick Underwood (drums - hidden); Chas Hodges (bass/voc); Ricky (Ritchie)
Blackmore (lead guitar). © Brian Smith

The Rebel Rousers decided to split from Bennett and strike out on their own, possibly with
hindsight not a good idea. When Chas got the calling to join acclaimed British country rock
guitarist Albert Lee as part of his new band Heads, Hands and Feet, he didn’t hesitate. As the
sixties gave way to the seventies lucrative work was found, recoding and constantly touring UK,
Europe, and America. It was during a tour of the latter that Chas got to thinking; here was this
young man from north London a near Cockney, singing to Americans in an American accent, how
about if he sang in his own accent, how would it sound?
Dave Peacock bass guitarist was, like Chas, by the early seventies a seasoned musician, playing
in a number of outfits through the years, first meeting Chas back in 1960, teaming up together
finally in 1972 to bounce ideas. From those discussions Chas and Dave were born, mixing their
great love of vintage Rock’n’Roll with Home grown old time music hall songs, cockney sing along
lyrics, eventually given a musical label of Rockney. Their first album “One Fing ‘n’ Anuvver” 1975
for the benefit of our European and Stateside readers or those not familiar with cockney
pronunciation translates into English as “One Thing and Another”, soon received the official seal
of approval from broadcaster/author Charlie Gillett whose Sunday lunchtime radio show on BBC
Radio London titled Honky Tonk was hugely influential, responsible throughout much of the
seventies for furthering the careers of artists such as Dire Straits and Elvis Costello to name but
two.
Courage bitter, a brand name for the preferred beverage for many of us Woodies, gave the duo a
massive step up too, by using eight of their songs as a soundtrack for their television advertising,
one of which Gertcha gave them their first top ten hit in 1979. The following Rabbit gave them
another smash; however their biggest hit came in 1982 Ain’t No Pleasing You, an uncharacteristic
beat ballad. A departure from their natural stripped down sound of piano, bass and drums, this
had a full band backing including horns, according to Chas’ lifelong friend Terry Adams it was he
who persuaded them to do it themselves as Hodges was going to offer the song to one of his
heroes Fats Domino, certainly the New Orleans feel of this record was evident throughout. It
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proved to be their biggest ever hit, peaking at No 2 in the UK charts. Another hit followed, back on
familiar ground, Margate singing the praises of this Kentish seaside town, a favourite of many a
cockney.
The same period the duo formed their own record label,
suitably titled Rockney along with their own prime time
Saturday evening TV show on ITV “Chas and Dave’s
Variety Show” which featured a collection of interesting
guest performers who otherwise would have not been
seen in a mass market setting such as long-time friend
and musical hero to both Lonnie Donegan, cult piano
player and singer from Louisiana Clarence Frogman
Henry, former front man of sixties band Animals, Eric
Burdon, cult Rock’n’Roll doo-wop group at the time
Rocky Sharpe and the Replays, heavyweight blues rock
guitarist Eric Clapton. Although they never repeated
their weekly variety show, they became TV regulars through the years ahead, particularly at
Christmas time.
The decades that followed saw the release of a number of albums, including “Don’t Give A
Monkeys” 1979, “Well Pleased” 1984, along with their “Ole Time Music Hall” sing along which
found a lucrative winning formula. The present century oversaw a renaissance finding a
completely new audience by performing at the Glastonbury festival twice, 2005 and 2007. Tragedy
struck in 2009 when Dave Peacock’s wife died of cancer. In the meantime Chas performed with
his own Rock’n’Roll band and in 2013 they reunited to make two further albums “That’s What
Happens” and “A Little Bit Of Us”. In 2014 Chas released a solo album “Together We Made
Music”, as the title suggests a warm and affectionate reflective of his long career. However recent
years found him unexpectedly becoming an enthusiastic gardener, like many a good Edmonton,
Tottenham man through generations past, getting himself an allotment, even providing a national
newspaper with a gardening column entitled “Rock’n’Roll Allotment”.
Chas’ wife Joan was a former model and playboy bunny, they married in 1966, three children
were to come along in the years that followed, Julie, Kate and Nicholas. Kate, an accomplished
pianist and singer of show tunes and like her dad and grandma a lover of old time music hall singa-longs, which keeps her in constant demand by societies dedicated to preservation. Kate
performed for us at this very magazine’s 50th issue anniversary party, held suitably in a traditional
boozer near London Bridge. A few years later Kate performed for veteran Tales From The
Woods scribe Tony Papard’s late mother’s 100th birthday party at a residential care home in
Battersea south west London.
Chas you were true friend to Tales From The Woods, we all thank you and we’re going to miss
you.

TFTW

TOP 10

26th September 2018 ~ 24th November 2018
Position
1. (1)
Dave Berry - The Crying Game
2. (2)
P.P. Arnold - The First Cut Is The Deepest
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Plays
1820
956

3. (3)
4. (4)
5. (6)
6. (5)
7. (7)
8. (-)
9. (8)
10. (10)

Mike Berry - Tribute To Buddy Holly
Chas Hodges - Travelin' Light
Charlie Gracie - Fabulous
Billie Davis - Tell Him
The Allisons - Are You Sure?
Dave Berry - Little Things
Zoot Money - Big Time Operator
Cliff Bennett - Turn On Your Lovelight
(Previous chart position shown in brackets)

923
816
682
479
474
218
204
159

Total plays on the TFTW channel for this period = 10,469 (12,433)
Total plays on the TFTW channel to date = 155,221
See all available videos by going to our website at www.TFTW.org.uk and clicking the YouTube link

























A Weight Off Mr Angry’s Mind
At our Supreme Leader's last birthday bash at Gerry's Bar in Soho I got talking to
City Ramblers skiffle group harmonica player, Kevin by name I believe.
Conversation turned to fitness and he told me that he recommended Kettle Bells as
the panacea for the fat and unfit such as myself.
Fair enough, happy to take the advice that may
allow me to wear the trousers and jackets bought
with optimism but that were too small,
unfortunately. And, of course, the suits that have
shrunk over the years.
First stop, some online research that revealed
that Sainsbury's supermarket had the cheapest
and so off I went to buy myself a pair of these
magic bells.
Well, no, they didn't have any, and they didn't
have a department likely to sell them, and, no, they didn't anticipate having any
delivered, despite the fact Sainsbury's website had a listing for them with photos.
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OK, I'll try Argos, now within the supermarket. They, too, list them in their
catalogue, with a picture, and, no they didn't have any.
No matter, I'm safely in Sainsbury's car park, a branch of Sports Direct is mere
walking distance away, I'll pick up a pair from Mr Ashley's emporium, they may even
be cheaper. My target price is around a tenner a bell, even though online searches
suggest our American cousins have a start price of $50, ulp.
They are available at various weights, from 4kg upwards, and you start with lighter
versions, and progress to heavier as your strength improves.
Sports Direct have a section with numerous kettle bells, so I picked up a few, and
realised the 4kg was the most sensible for me. I took the 4kg bell to the checkout
and said I would take a pair of these. Nope, they only have one in stock.
No worries, I'm in Sainsbury's car park, and TK Maxx is a short walk away, so they
probably sell them. No, they don't.
Well, I have to return to my car, so I re-visit Argos and ask them if any of their
other branches have these mysterious bells. The helpful assistant looks them up on
screen, and confirms their airport branch is showing what her computer describes
as a set of bells.
Off I motor to the airport branch, my afternoon slipping
through my hands with little achieved. I queue, as I so often
have during my quest, and request the set they supposedly
stock. Er, no, they have only one. Despite their listing
claiming they have a “set”, describing the bells in the plural.
Getting a tad tired of this, I retort: “Great, if you have only
one arm”. And I march out, heading towards yet another
branch of Sports Direct.
You can possibly guess what happens. I select a 4kg kettle
bell, line up to order two, and when I finally get served, it
would appear that this vast warehouse of a store has only one in stock.
Exasperated, I ask the bemused assistant if they sell shoes individually. It stands to
reason I need two bells, one for each arm. That, obviously, makes perfect sense.
Off I go home, without bells.
That evening, I complain to my daughter about the apparent world shortage of
kettle bells, and she who attends the gym on a regular basis, tells me to calm down.
You need only one bell to exercise. This is confirmed after I check out various
online demonstrations on exercising with kettle bells.
And, she asks, have I spoken to my son lately? It turns out he has a variety of kettle
bells of various weights, and is happy to lend me one or all until I can do my
trousers up.
So, my apologies to various store staff for my rudeness, with the only solace for a
wasted afternoon being that I have sufficient material for a column that perhaps
should be called Mr Stupid rather than Mr Angry.
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Baker’s Dozen
A dip into 40 years of correspondence from the
Ken Major (London) / Chuck N. Baker (Las Vegas) archive cabinet
Contact Ken for the fuller stories.
1.
Great 1.5 tabloid pages about the Gibson guitars co. (KM): In 2014 for $135m they purchased the
126 year old Netherlands Philips home entertainment company, which tripled the size of the company.
Philips & Sony developed the audiocassette, CD, DVD and Blu-Ray. Half a million Les Paul style guitars
roll out of the 14,000 sq. ft factory in Nashville p.a. The sunburst finish hand spray takes just 2 minutes.
Henry Juszkiewicz (64) bought Gibson in 1986 which generates $3 billion in annual revenue. Recently paid
a $300,000 fine for violating the federal Lacy Act for importing ebony and rosewood. Gibson purchased the
Tower Records site in W. Hollywood. Modern technology v vintage is a problem area. Source: Laura
Bleiberg, L.A. Times, 18.6.2017
2.
A thesis seminar for history students in the honors program includes a course called Dolly’s
America. It is in its second year and held at the University of Tennessee’s main campus in Knoxville. 87%
of its undergraduates are from Tenn. Dolly Parton was born in Sevier County in 1946, and moved to
Nashville after high school to pursue a musical career. She is revered in eastern Tennessee, and the
program gives students a new way of understanding Appalachia’s modern history and Dolly’s role in it. It
looks at the history of the 20th century through the eyes of Dolly, a poor white girl born in mid-century
Appalachia. There are stereotypes associated with the area, and Dolly is able to shed a light on it and to be
an ambassador. Source: Jacey Fortin, Las Vegas Sun, 24.4.2017
3.
Paul Lichter of Huntingdon Valley, Pa., declares only Elvis may have a better Elvis collection than
him. Paul runs an Elvis fan club and says he has 200,000 members at $5 each. He publishes an Elvis
Magazine and has written two books on Elvis. He makes $30,000 a month and is rumoured to be a
millionaire. His itineray of Elvis items includes 37,000 photographs, and one of his bejewelled jump suits is
worth more than $250,000. He has 4 guard dogs and a laser beam alarm system protecting his stock.
Paul’s “Elvis Unique Record Club” offers copies of every record Elvis has made, and is the nation’s biggest
purchaser of Elvis’ discs according to RCA Records. The club also sells 180 products that bear the Elvis
name. Source: Philip V. Brennan Jr. National Enquirer, 1977
4.
Paul Lichter has sold the movie rights to his book “The Boy Who Dared to Rock” to RSO Films at a
reputed cost of $3m. Lichter says “To the majority of Elvis fans in the world, I’m next in line after Colonel
Tom Parker when it comes to people they associate with Presley”. Parker used to accuse Lichter of
exploitation, which started in the early ‘70s when Lichter used to hawk copies of his Memphis Flash
fanzine, movie stills, buttons etc. at Elvis concerts. Now Parker’s office calls him for Elvis information.
Lichter’s mailing list has increased from 200,000 to 1,400,000 names. His new book will be released in
paperback on Aug. 4, and a 3 day tribute bearing the same name will open at New York’s Statler Hilton.
Source: Jonathan Tkiff, S. F. Examiner, 29.6.1978
5.
On May 6th Photoplay Corp., a small record label in Prescott, Arizona released “To Elvis. Love Still
Burning” which was the first commercial pic disc in the USA. The album has an illustration of Elvis by
Marge Nichols, and contains 11 tribute songs recorded since August 1977 when Elvis died. This includes
“The Day The Beat Stopped” – Ral Donner, “I Remember Elvis Presley” – Danny Mirror, “Just a Country
Boy” – Frankie Allen. Jerry Osborne is behind the album. The initial pressing was 6000 copies, only
available through a newsletter called Record Digest and collector shops. Pickwick is now the distributor
and 8000 copies have been ordered by the Chicago and Atlanta branches. Retail; price $11.98 - $13.98.
Source: E.D. Harrison, Billboard, 26.8.1978
6.
Chicago’s Bloodshot Records label celebrated its 20th anniversary on Tuesday. Originally formed
by Bob Miller and Eric Babcock, Babcock left in 1997 and Nan Warshaw took up the position. It was set up
in Nan’s guests’ bedroom, and then took over her living room and dining room. In 1999 they moved to West
Irving Park Road. Their debut release was “For a Life of Sin: A compilation of Chicago Country”. Welsh
singer/song writer Jon Langford of the British punk band, The Mekons, moved to Chicago in the early
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1990s, and has done a number of projects with the label and says “A Lot of people had misgivings about
what was going on in commercial country music and on country radio in the 1990s”. Source: Chrissie
Dickinson, Chicago Tribune, 17.11.2014
7.
In Canada DAB has failed to be adopted, and HD Radio is being re-visited. A factor effecting DAB
in the UK is its pre-internet roots. 22% of adults claim to listen to the radio via a mobile phone or tablet at
least once a month. Analogue AM/FM remains the popular source of radio listening at 56.6% down 58.6%
from the previous year. 66.6% of new radio receivers are analogue and cannot receive DAB. UK sales of
DAB radios peaked in 2008 and have since been in decline. The average price of a DAB receiver is 3 x of
a portable analogue receiver. Only 19% of radio users are likely to buy a DAB radio in the next 12 months.
Why buy a DAB receiver when the content on an existing smartphone/tablet is for free. Source: James
Careless, Radio World 19.11.2014
8.
Rich Rosen’s two story home at 2909 S. Decatur Blvd became Wax Trax Records 18 years ago.
500,000 records, mostly originals plus memorabilia, This includes one of the first records the Beatles
played on when they were known as the Beat Brothers, two were sold for $15,000 each. The Johnny
Burnette Trio LP is $4,000. Son, Dave Rosen, runs the store and one of the regular customers is Elton
John, a Caesars Palace headliner. Rich has a reputation for being cantankerous and driving a hard
bargain. The records are not priced and he does not own a pc. He mentions a recent find being the Beatles
White Album decorated with red writing, the only copy in the world and found in a garage sale. Source:
Jason Bracelin, Las Vegas Review Journal, 28.3.2017
9.
The Isley Brothers “shout” was released in 1959, and “Twist & Shout” released 1962 sold over 3m
copies. Marvin Isley joined the group act in the early ‘70s with brother Ernie and brother-in-law Chris
Jasper. They changed the sound from horn to guitar rock as heard on “3+3” in ‘73 when Marvin was 20.
This spawned 10 platinum/gold records. Marvin also co-wrote “Fight the Power”. In 1984 Marvin left the
group with Ernie & Chris to form Isley-Japser-Isley and had the hit “Caravan of Love”. He re-joined the Isley
Brothers in 1991, but quit in 1997 suffering from diabetes and later had a double leg amputation. The Isley
Brothers were inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall Of Fame in 1992. Marvin died June 2010 aged 56.
Source: The Las Vegas Sentinel-Voice, 10.6.2010
10.
A full tabloid page headed “This trip hits the high notes. Following music’s Southern roots” (KM).
Focusing on the new roots of the American Music Trail, it is being developed by Florence’s Music
Preservation Society plus other groups. Includes RCA Studio B; Country Music Hall Of Fame; Grand Ole
Opry and the “Honky Tonk Row” plus Tootsie’s Orchid Lounge. Also the Loveless Café which is close to
the Nachez Trace Parkway, Tuscambia in Alabama, the Alabama Music Hall Of Fame and the Muscle
Shoals Sound Studios. Check out Florence in Alabama for the W.C. Handy Home, Museum & Library and
his Festival in July (88 degrees). Source: Kitty Bean Yancey, USA Today, 20.8.2010
11.
WWW.johnny cashproject.com (film still active-KM) is a Web only music video where every frame is
a fan-created drawing, it’s set to Cash’s “Ain’t No Grave”, from 2010. The site received more than 250,000
hits and received 1000s of visitors, a broadcast version has been released for TV stations. There are
numerous versions including edits that gather the most realistic illustrations, the most abstract drawings
and the highest rated frames. Each frame is labelled with the artist, all contributors are listed in the credits.
Fans are given the choice of frames to use as a template and appear as a moving image. The website is
updated twice a day. Source: Jake Coyle, L.V. Review-Journal, 13.10.2010
12.
Robert Peter Smith was born 5.4.39 in Swanley, Kent and was a member of local bands including
Beat Formula Three, then signed with Decca Records in 1965. As Crispian St. Peters he recorded “The
Pied Piper” in 1966 which reached no. 1 in Canada, the top 10 in Britain and the U.S. He also had a hit with
“You Were On My Mind” which the group We Five also released as a single. He last performed in 1999 but
had a major stroke and retired in 2001. Peters died 8.6.2010. Source: Los Angeles Times,16.6.2010
13.
Delmar Allen Hawkins, aka Dale Hawkins, was born 22.8.36 on a plantation in Gold Mine, La. to a
country musician and his wife, who was a teacher and day worker. He was exposed to a wide range of live
music when riding with his sheriff grandfather on Saturday patrols. At 16, Hawkins lied about his age to join
the Navy, and served in the Korean War. Dale formed a combo in 1955 that included James Burton, and in
1957 recorded “Susie-Q”. Dale responded to “See you later Alligator” with “See you soon Baboon”. In the
'60s Dale produced top 10 hits for Bruce Channel including “Hey Baby”. In 1999 the LP “Wildcat Tamer”
was released then “Back Down to Louisiana” in 2007. Dale died in Little Rock, Feb. 2010 after 4 years of
colon cancer. Source: Valeria J. Nelson, Los Angeles Times, 16.2.2010
Chuck N Baker / Ken Major
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Paul Barrett
Where were you born Paul?
I was born in December 1940 in a little Welsh village called Blackwood, Caerphilly which had been
a miners’ village, in a cottage where my grandfather had apparently been a coachman.
Intoxicated, or drunk as a skunk, he’d fallen off the stagecoach were the horses trampled on him
and he died. My grandmother raised her family of five kids in that little cottage where, in later
years, I returned and you couldn’t swing your mongoose it was so incredibly small. Because my
father was working in foundries in Birmingham, working on munitions, that was where he’d met my
mother. He was born in Blackwood and he joined the Communist Party when he was very young,
about 18 or 19, and became an active member. He joined the International Brigade in Spain but
was captured as a POW and deported and then travelled around the country speaking at various
Communist Party branches about his experiences and the
threat of Fascism and the dress rehearsal, as it was, for the
Second World War and that was when he met my mother.
When she became pregnant and the bombing was
becoming intense, she was sent to Blackwood for sanctuary
where, on December 14th 1940 I arrived. I was brought up
there and I have vague recollections of various things; like
the purest water I ever drank came from Wells Cottage
which was a natural spring.
When the war ended my father knew a Communist Party member, Chris Andrews, and she owned
a house in Penarth. We were then moving to various types of
accommodation and she said if he was looking for somewhere to
stay with his family, he could rent there. That’s how the Barretts
were introduced to Penarth in 1945. Before the war, where we
were in lower Penarth had been very ritzy, very upper class but
the new Labour Party were building housing estates which were
destroying the Agatha Christie environment that had been there.
During the war, being a coastal town, the Golf Club in lower
Penarth had had army huts built on it because of the threat of
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invasion, 40 or so Nissen huts for the troops, which were left there after the troops were
demobbed. My father, being a Communist, arranged for 40 families from lousy conditions to move
into the Nissen huts and we were one of them, number 40. We knew we might be evicted but my
father was given a ration book and put on the housing list. We lived there for some time and I
remember it being a happy experience.
When I went to school I remember feeling there was
something different about us. Both my parents were
Communists and we lived in Nissen huts, we were
squatters. I was no good at school; they might call it
dyslexia now, but it was stupidity back then, but I didn’t
give a damn until I discovered the movies and American
comics. My father used to take me into Cardiff about
four miles away to a second hand book stall in Bridge
Street, Len Fry’s. He had American comics; Crime Does
Not Pay, Blackhawk, Captain Marvel, Superman,
Batman, all of those and I was totally addicted to them. We were always reading, my parents their
books and me with my comics. Eventually the 11 plus examination came around and I couldn’t do
it - I didn’t want to be tested in any way, to be questioned so I didn’t take the exam. My parents
realised the alternative was a local “deadhead” school, a “blackboard jungle” kind of place, and
they ended up paying for me to go to King’s College in Cardiff. I didn’t get on too well.
In those days I loved jumble sales and my mother would take me to them where, for a couple of
pennies, I could buy all this stuff, better than I could get in Woolworth’s. I remember buying some
sort of air powered rifle and when I took that to school they didn’t like it. Wearing the school
uniform and carrying a rifle into school they didn’t like. I got friendly with this guy Abdul Hassan, a
mixed race lad, who was a prolific shoplifter so we used to go out in the lunch breaks stealing stuff
and putting it in our satchels. Things like diaries which we’d then sell to other students. I
remember going to his house in Tiger Bay to knock on the door which wasn’t there, just a hole in
the wall.
I have quite a few memories of that school. The headmaster Mr Dark was very much an antiCommunist and I told him once that I’d met a number of Communists, none like he’d described,
and they couldn’t be that bad because my father was one.
Another kid I was friends with there, Chris Kaminsky, told a story about escaping from one of the
Western Bloc countries. The headmaster took him round the classes to tell his horror story and I
saw him afterwards. I said “Chris, what’s all that? Surely they weren’t doing that?” and he replied
“No, I made it all up, I don’t know anything. I just got on a train and came here! I tell him that and
loves it, old Darkie.” You can see the sort of crew I was gravitating towards.
The school had a large stone-floored playground divided down the centre; boys on one side, girls
on the other, never the twain to meet. Chris had got hold of a bottle of some sort of alcohol, I
thought it was dreadful, but he drank all of it and threw the bottle over the wall and it hit some old
lady on the head. Obviously he was going to be expelled from the school and the headmaster was
terribly disappointed with him.
Mr Bevan was the Geography teacher, known as “Dreamy” Bevan as he used to drift off when he
was talking. For some reason, in my adventures, I’d got a pair of spectacles which I pushed the
lenses out of and wore the frames. I’d got a crewcut in the lunch break and came back to school
wearing these spectacle frames. “Dreamy” started calling the register and looked at me and asked
who I was and I said “I’m Jones, I’m the new boy”. “Where’s Barrett?” he asked but nobody had
seen him. For the rest of my time there “Dreamy” never found Barrett but Jones was always there
which we all thought was hilarious.
They had a school meeting at the end of term where Mr Dark announced there would be some
changes. “There are some boys here who won’t be here next term. Abdul Hassan is leaving. Chris
Kaminsky is going. Fraser’s going and so is Paul Barrett.” We’d all been expelled so that was the
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end of that. My parents, of course, were somewhat disappointed. I then ended up in the
“blackboard jungle” school and you wouldn’t believe it; it was abysmal.
I remember the Religious Instruction teacher “Foxy” Evans who was obviously some sort of
pervert. He used to call the boys up (there were no girls there) to tell jokes. “Don’t be too crude
now boys.” Some boys were encouraged to take nude photos and put them on the blackboard
which he’d then take and disappear for a while, returning looking somewhat dishevelled and a bit
flushed. “What’s been going on with Foxy?” And he was probably the best one there.
I was never too good at gym but the teacher “H.H” (no relation to me - H) brutalised some of the
boys (not me fortunately) because he had a tennis shoe called Percy that he hit people with. He
also had some sort of frying pan he hit the kids with. It was at this school I saw, for the first time in
my life, proper knuckledusters. In the classroom we’d stand in lines and all the teachers would
some in mob handed and search the kids. One had a biscuit tin full of flick knives, chains and
knuckledusters - these were my school chums. Needless to say, I left as soon as possible in
December 1955.
I realised when approaching puberty that my parents and their friends were a little different. I had
heard of and read about Commies and Communism everywhere. We, led by the US, were hot to
trot when Uncle Joe and the USSR upset the nuclear apple cart by facing the USA on a level
basis, preventing World War Three by having their own nukes that could reach America, which is
what cooled their hot war plans off, eventually becoming the cold war.
All this stuff going on and I didn’t want to be with the gooks, so I tried to accept the BBC/British
class/US propaganda… but too late. I had my parents and their friends for examples. I read our
daily newspaper The Daily Worker and, along with pulp fiction and comic books, I had started to
read Marx/Lenin/Stalin. After trying to join the hounds, I decided to join the Young Communist
Party at 18 and then the Communist Party at 21. When the counter revolution and the revisionists
and the power of the US/West wiped the Reds out and the Party fell apart, I left the CP and joined
the New Communist Party circa 1990. They are Stalinists and very like the Fifties Party. The
Communist Party of Britain who have replaced the old CP I approve of and I have a lot of time for
their General Secretary and of course the ‘new’ Daily Worker, The Morning Star, that I read unreligiously for current news. I remain an unconvinced Communist, believing that only forms or
aspects of Socialism can and will save the human race and the whole planet.
In November of 1955 I’d heard Rock'n'Roll - I’d been to Barry Island and heard “Shake, Rattle And
Roll”. I’d never heard anything like that before. I remember being in the arcade and seeing the big
juke box - I’d seen juke boxes before playing things like Frankie Laine but nothing like this. There
were these Teddy Boys, obviously older than me, and for the first time I saw Teddy Girls wearing
suits; the guys were wearing mainly charcoal three piece suits and the girls wore waisted drape
jackets. I’d seen them in the newspapers but this was in the flesh. I thought that that music and
looking like that was interesting stuff.
In January 1956 I was waiting to get on a train at the Dingle in
Penarth to my first job as a photographic assistant with Randall
Cox Photographers in Cardiff. The job included going to a
technical school each Tuesday to learn photography. At the
station was a little wooden kiosk selling newspapers and
something on the cover of a paper called the New Musical
Express attracted my attention. I bought it for 6d so I could read
all about the music and Rock'n'Roll. I was working in Cardiff
where the oldest record shop in the world, Spillers Records, was
located. They used to boast that they would stock a copy of
every single released. Looking around I could see the titles of records I’d heard on the radio.
“Have you got “Rock And Cry” by Clyde McPhatter? Have you got “Rock and Roll Music” by
Chuck Berry?” “Oh yes” they’d say and they had the records. So I immediately had a source and
even working for peanuts I could buy at least three records a week. Of course, going to the
movies and seeing Rock'n'Roll films was another thing I enjoyed. I regret now that I never really
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got into the TV shows at the time like “Six-Five Special” (although the rare American clips were
great) and things like the Ken Colyer youth club stuff which I never got, I wanted the real deal. It
kept me away from British music for a long time. I did buy Lonnie Donegan records as he was the
best Rock'n'Roller we ever had and I can also remember buying Joe Brown’s “Darktown Strutter's
Ball” and, a bit later, Terry Dene’s “Pretty Little Pearly”.
I recall one day wearing these grey drainpipe trousers with a thin blue stripe down them, a black
and white check jacket that my mother said made me look like a bookie with a red shirt and a
string tie. Some old dolls came in to collect some photos they’d had printed and I put my hand in
my pocket and pulled out a flick knife to cut the bands on the packet. I later thought that might be
a bit extreme. With all the films I watched I planned to be a gangster with a black shirt. My parents
said I couldn’t wear a black shirt and I explained it was for Edward G Robinson, not the Nazis.
With a white tie it wasn’t so bad. After some not so successful ventures into disorganised crime I
felt more like Archie West than Edward G Robinson as I wasn’t doing too well at it.
I went to see “The Girl Can’t Help It” in 1957 and saw Eddie Cochran play
the solo, bouncing from one foot to the other. Those solos were cut in the
early sixties when they tried to make it into a musical. When they were in the
rehearsal room with Gene Vincent and the Blue Caps doing “Be-Bop-A-Lula”
all the pictures on the wall of the Presidents fall down which you don’t see in
the revised version. In the trailer there was a little boy actor, Foghorn
Wilson, who has a scene with Tom Ewell and sings “Blue Suede Shoes” in
the film but that’s gone too. Anyway, that film blew me away and it planted a
tiny seed.
This might be a good time to share that, as a film fan and a huge enthusiast
of drive in, horror, cult movies etc. I was given a role in a grade ‘b’ horror
film, “Bloody New Year” during a period when I was
an extra in a number of films and TV shows. I
Paul
received billing, a cast name (The Table Monster)
and a reasonable fee. Confused why I had got the
job while having no acting talent or ability, I realised
as my attack on the blonde starlet failed while
underneath my monster drag as I was supposedly
dispatched by a kid with a harpoon. The reality
penny dropped – I got the gig because I was the
tallest person who showed up for the auditions and
they needed a towering Table Monster… well they
certainly got a tall one.
When I was at Randall Cox, Tommy Edwards used to collect the photos to have them printed. He
was my sort of age and we went to see the first Rock'n'Roll band in Wales at a Carroll Levis talent
show. It was the Alley Cats with a black guy singing in a zoot suit and with Tommy I got to know
the Heartbeats. Denny Driscoll sang, Geoff Edmunds (Dave Edmunds’ older brother) played guitar
and sang. Dave Edmunds was at a rehearsal when I first met Geoff and they were learning, as a
new song, “That’ll Be The Day”. Dave had yet to reach puberty and they got him to sing the high
bits.
So I was aware of various bands and realised the strings hurt your fingers and you had to
concentrate and needed dedication and talent, of which I had none. I’d rather read a comic book
or watch a movie. In “The Girl Can’t Help It” the lead actor, Tom Ewell, actually got Jayne
Mansfield and did all the cool things but he also arranged bookings and got 10%. The artists
played, they got the money, they paid him - I liked this deal. It took some years for that to develop
and in the meantime I did various jobs; between January 1956 and September 1969 I had one
hundred jobs. The crime schemes weren’t working out too well and at the beginning of the sixties
the winds of change were blowing and mohair suits were becoming popular.
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In my town was a YMCA and a band, the Backbeats, played
upstairs there and the crowd was all the way down the street.
The band was playing stuff from a few years earlier and I
realised the drummer, Robert Llewelyn (Rockin' Louie), had
been round my house borrowing records. I felt these guys were
really ‘50s so I went to see them and suggested I become their
agent. I told them I’d get them bookings and they pay me 10%
for arranging the booking and they liked that idea.
“The Young Savages” from 1961, a
juvenile delinquent movie with Burt Lancaster, from a novel by Evan Hunter,
starts with the three delinquents in leather jackets walking through Spanish
Harlem, and one of them is wearing a black cape like Batman. They stab a
Puerto Rican guy to death. The one in the cape has a big shock of black hair
and a very gruff voice and the bass player, Dave Goddard, sounded just like
him and the gang started calling him Batman. He is still Dave 'Batman'
Goddard to this day although he still tells people he’s named after the Caped
Crusader. There was a guy called Cyril "Sid" Petherick on guitar and Rockin'
Louie on drums plus a couple of others. This was my first stumble into show
business.
I asked how much they were getting which I think was about £6, not a lot, even in those days, for
a five-piece band. I told them I’d do better and in my naiveté, wanting to impress the guy, I wore
my Richard Widmark overcoat, a trilby with a black and white checked band and a pinstripe zoot
suit. I went with this girl, Kay Olsen, who had a huge beehive and was rather well-endowed and
met the Secretary of the YMCA. He didn’t like the look of me and I thought he was going to call
the police. I told him I was representing the band and wanted to renegotiate their fee, telling him I
was thinking about £10. “£10?” he said, “Out, out and take your doxie with you!” I had to go back
and tell the band that they’d now lost their regular gig.
However, back in those days I could think on my feet so, on the Monday morning I went to see the
local newspaper and got them to advertise a dance at the Sea Cadets Hall, just up the road from
the YMCA. I booked the hall and announced the Backbeats with special guests and all these
wonderful things for Saturday. I know we took over £40 which was significant heavy bread in
those days while they only had about three people at the YMCA. We sold soft drinks and held a
raffle so, when we shared out the money, they all thought who needs Alan Freed, we’ve got Paul.
We ran those shows successfully for three or four years.
Unfortunately, when drugs became prevalent, some of the band got into it, particularly the singer
who I sacked because he sang “Johnny B Goode” and took drugs during the solo. Rockin' Louie
took over singing but it didn’t work too well, with him being the drummer and the band eventually
disintegrated. I then started a record shop in Glebe Street, Penarth called “The House of Wax”
where I imported American records and sold them which was fine until the customs got me once. I
staggered along with the shop until about ’67 when two pals Russell Allsop and Mal ‘Cat Man’
Clint came into my emporium and said “Michael Barratt, that kid, remember him?” He used to
come to the Church of Resurrection where the Backbeats used to play, a skinny kid who used to
get up and do a couple of numbers with the band. I called him Rockin' Louie II because he used to
copy Louie. “You want to go and see him; he’s got a good band called Shakin’ Stevens and The
Sunsets.”
I went to see him and they had the most pathetic collection of equipment
I’d ever seen; you could have put it all in a carrier bag. They had Steve
Prior on bass, Brian Williams on drums, Mike Bibby on guitar and Shaky.
The first thing I did was to show him how to stand as a Rock'n'Roll artist.
At that time he had to have more than a few drinks to do anything which I
was never enthusiastic about. I thought the thing to do was to have a ‘50s
band playing ‘50s material that the people haven’t heard. They’re not
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going to do “Jailhouse Rock, they’re not going to do “C’mon Everybody”, or “Long Tall Sally”.
They’re going to do “Buzz, Buzz, Buzz” or “Flip, Flop and Fly”, “Leroy” or “Flying Saucers
Rock'n'Roll”, stuff you don’t know. I was then getting records from Dan Coffey in Newport so that
was the plan.
The current group weren’t up for it and there was a bust up -- Steve Prior owned their van so he
was up front with Brian while Shaky, Mike, Louie and I were in the back with the equipment. Shaky
had stolen the bingo prize, a basket of fruit, and this was getting eaten and thrown around the van;
one thing led to another and they left the band. We then had Louie on drums, Carl Petersen on
guitar (great on rhythm, less so on lead) and a really good bass player, Steve Percy. So that was
the band. We played at the Northcote Arms in Southall and met this piano player Trevor Hawkins.
We had what I thought was a winning hand. I knew Shaky had extreme limitations but he had
something. He’s not an articulate man, not knowledgeable or educated and he has difficulty
expressing himself and sometimes difficulty in grasping what someone might be trying to say. I
knew him throughout his formative period from 18 to about 29. That frustration and his inability to
talk things out seemed to give him an edge on stage. Instead of being “just” the most successful
singles artist in Europe, he outsold Madonna for God’s sake, he could have been like Jerry Lee
Lewis but, as it is, he was just Adam Ant in tight pants. He could have been more. Having said
that, we’d never have made it without him, we’d never have been more than a valley’s band. We
had some great ideas, some great talent, some great packaging but without Shaky we wouldn’t
have been able to take it forward. I always wanted to put him with some of the blues guys like
John Lee Hooker and Jimmy Reed. I always had the idea to go to America and present it, not as
do you remember this, this is rockabilly and Elvis but as hey, this is Rock'n'Roll, this is black and
white, this is both sides of the street where we can come together. Shaky was very interested and
inquisitive and open about his music then. What he’s become now I don’t know. All this stuff about
he’s come from Cornwall I don’t understand; I’ve got nothing against Cornwall but what that’s got
to do with a boy from a housing estate in Cardiff, I don’t know.
When Elvis dies in ’77 that was the year the band were coming off the road and
were going to play only local gigs and make records. No more travelling up and
down the country which we’d done a lot of in the previous ten years. In the Daily
Mirror they had a campaign for Jack Good’s Elvis shows and they had lots of
young kids and cheeseburger Elvis’s applying but they didn’t have the
“Jailhouse Rock”, “G.I. Blues”, King of Rock'n'Roll Elvis. Ace Skudder, the black
piano player in the band said “Legs” (they called me Legs as well as Bullmoose
and other things) “why don’t you get Shaky there?” Shaky didn’t want to know,
he hated change.
Ace kept on and we were in London where they were holding auditions in Regent Street and
Shaky sang “Teddy Bear”. He was great and he had it; I mean he’d been dress rehearsing for ten
years. Anyway, we did our gig, got in the van and went. Ray Cooney and Brian Rix were the main
guys behind the production and they pursued him offering £125 a week for six months with
rehearsals at £75 but Shaky didn’t want it. I was in the Top Rank in Plymouth on the phone to
them and I told them he wanted £175, thinking they wouldn’t
stick that, but they came back and they wanted him. They
didn’t have that middle Elvis without him. Adrian Howard, a
good friend to Shaky and all of us, put him up at his house
for six months, ferrying him back and forth to the show. We
all thought the show would end after six months and Shaky
would come back to Wales with the Sunsets. The show ran
for more than 19 months and the band broke up in that time.
I didn’t need a weatherman to see which way the wind was blowing and, at the age of 37, I
wondered what I was going to do. I knew nothing other than Rock'n'Roll, I’d recently been married
and had a little baby, and I was living with my mother in a terraced house in Queens Road,
Penarth. Then I realised… I knew everybody on the Rock'n'Roll scene; over ten years I’d got to
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know them all. Obviously in 1977 there were no computers so if you wanted to book a Rock'n'Roll
band, call Paul. That was my game for the next ten years, no time for holidays, always working
late. I started with nothing - I’d had some laughs and good times, a pair of blue jeans and a mean
record collection but no money. After ten years I was able to buy a good house. I missed Shaky as
we had been friends even if it had been a bit Dr Frankenstein and his monster but it had been a
friendship.
I did feel as if I’d missed out but then a bunch of Teddy Boys from Newport, who I’d known when
they really were Teddy “Boys” and not men, asked to meet in a pub in Newport where they asked
me to be their manager. I was chuffed to be asked and, although I may not be managing the
hottest singles seller in Europe, I was managing a top Rock'n'Roll band. I had a good four or five
years with them; we went to America, got a gold record from Finland but really they were
unmanageable. What Crazy Cavan and the Rhythm Rockers could do, which many bands
couldn’t, is create excitement. I had a good time with them but I think I knew when it was time to
move on - they’d gone as far as they could with me and they could do what they were doing
without me.
I was working with other artists such as Charlie Gracie, Gene Vincent’s Blue Caps, terrific guys
and all strong union guys, and various others. The nicest thing said about me was by Charlie
Feathers who said “The only guy I trust in Europe is Paul Barrett - and he’s a God damned
Communist!”
As a fan, I can say all the guys I’ve represented are good guys maybe with the exception of Andy
Starr who I think was a lunatic. He phoned me once to say Frances Rockhouse, a Dutch
promoter’s wife, had offered him oral sex. I told him she just likes to talk about it. He’s the one nut
I’ve met but the rest are good guys. Jack the Cat (Jackie Lee Cochran), Jack Scott I personally
liked because we almost had a fight. He was a tough guy and we’d done a tour of France but he
didn’t understand the money and wanted paying in dollars and he objected at the end of the tour
that the money didn’t look right. I remember saying “That’s it Jack, you’ve driven me crazy” and I
had the money which I threw at him, “Take the money and fuck off!” He called me later, I think
he’d checked the money and found it was right, “Paul, when are we going to do some more
dates?” and we’ve always got on great.
In the period around 1965 psychedelia happened. It was a bad time
for Rock'n'Roll and I liked the psychedelic thing. I’d heard the first
album the Mothers of Invention did, “Freak Out” which was outrageous
but I thought it was like sticking two fingers up to the establishment. I
was interested and picked up a couple of peculiar albums, one of
which was The Village Fugs with Allen Ginsberg the poet. I read, in
the music papers, about a psychedelic event happening at the
Roundhouse in Chalk Farm Road. Just for fun I typed out a letter, cut
it into the shape of an egg and sent it to the organisers. It said I was
considered a near God in Merther Tydfil and I play the electric razor
and so on, just to amuse myself really. That was until I got a letter
back saying they’d like me to play at the Roundhouse. I phoned them and found they were
offering good money - I may be a Communist but I’m not stupid. I thought I’d have some fun and
told them that, in Wales, I always went top of the bill, that’s just the way it is, my people insist upon
it. They had some other bands, with Pink Floyd supporting, so I rounded up the psychos, the
deadbeats, the hipsters and flipsters, we “borrowed” a big for
sale sign, painted it white and got Gerald the Artist, who’s about
my height, to translate the music as a painting. Fuhrer John in a
homemade Nazi uniform with a big hat assisted Gerald in
carrying the painting. We had Rockin’ Louie on bongos, Super
Sid on guitar, Batman on bass and Ritchie Gee to shine a light
in people’s faces. Paul McCartney wrote some music for this
ludicrous event but I was taking the piss out of the whole thing.
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I had a bus driver’s cap, a coat that Gerald had painted on tied up with gold cord, blue jeans and
cowboy boots. I walked on carrying a pole with a red light bulb on it, smashed the bulb and said
we had to turn on, tune in and trip out. I stole Bob Dylan’s words “I was down in New Mexico
recently sitting in a rain forest” and added “Paul Simon wrote a song for me and it goes like this”
and I sang. I can’t sing. I been Norman Mailered, Maxwell Taylored. I been John O'Hara'd,
McNamara'd. I been Ayn Randed, nearly branded. Communist, 'cause I'm left-handed. It went on
and on, it must have felt incessant. I did lots of stuff; I had tailor’s dummies that I decapitated, they
liked the mod scooter that I had that wouldn’t run, I jumped off the stage with a sledge hammer I’d
(unknown to them) borrowed from the council in Penarth. A William Blake poem went down well
and I sang a song I wrote; When your dinner's over and
you've eaten all your stew and the pink plastic people keep
telling you what to do, do you jump down a well and beg
your sister not to tell… These songs seemed to be going
down pretty well and, at the end, I had a blowtorch to burn
Gerald’s painting at the same time throwing chewing gum
into the crowd while they played “The Halls of Montezuma”
and I sang We'll meet again, don't know where, don't know
when, but I know we'll meet again some sunny day. At the
end two guys in suits came towards me and I thought I was
in trouble then but they just picked up the decapitated
dummies and cleared the stage.
That was the debut performance of Earl Fuggle and the
Electric Poets and, on the strength of that, I was offered
Los Angeles. I decided to stay in Penarth where I formed
The 98% Mother and Apple Pie West Coast Rock and Roll
Band with 15 of us. We played Cardiff University and were
offered Edinburgh. Wisely I got back on the phone because
sometimes I think I almost got lynched.
That was excellent Paul.
I won’t ask if you’ve had enough, you might have had too
much.

For cool cats and shabby tabbies
Paul Barrett Rock'n'Roll Enterprises
(est. circa 1960)

Darrel Higham & The Enforcers - Rebel Dean & Band - Bo Walton & Band - Matchbox
The Jets - Lucas & The Dynamos - Crazy Cavan & The Rhythm Rockers - Johnny & The
Jailbirds - Jackson Sloan & Band.
By arrangement: Mike Sanchez - Si Cranstoun.
From the USA: Linda Gail Lewis - Charlie Gracie - Jack Scott - Robert Gordon.
From Germany: formally The Lennerockers now The Lennebrothers plus the cream of The
International Bop Crop and the Coolest of Cool.

FOR THE BEST IN THE BIG BEAT
Better call Paul on (UK) 02920 704279
e-mail: barrettrocknroll@ntlworld.com
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A multi-instrumentalist, band leader, radio presenter, actor (straight
and comedy), artist, chat show host, booking agent and compare the
subject of this Musical Missive had an enormous fan base along with
receiving great respect from everyone around him. This gentleman
was a hit from the 1920s through to and including the 1970s.
Jack Jackson was born in Barnsley; Yorkshire on the 20th February
1906, his father was a brass player and conductor. By the age of 11
Jack was playing cornet in local brass bands, and soon he started to
play violin and cello; this was the start of Jack’s playing in a local
dance band at the age of just 16.
At the Royal Academy of music Jack learnt to play trumpet under the
guidance of John Solomon, which subsequently led to Jack working in
various ballrooms and ocean liners, circuses and playhouse revues. He also played at the
Birmingham and Hammersmith Palais for the Canadian band leader Bill Shenkman; he also
toured with a revue titled “Stage Struck”. In this revue Jack was leading the pit orchestra as well
as playing many solos. With all of this going on Jack was always busy but continued to expand his
playing by fronting gig bands at the Holborn Restaurant and the Hotel Cecil, he also led a band
called The Metropole Band at the Links Hotel in Ashford, Kent.
Bert Railton spotted the 19 year old Jack and immediately asked
Jack to join his Havana Band. September 1926 saw the Railton
band leave England for a tour of Africa, unfortunately Railton was
shot dead in February 1927 but the band completed the tour being
led by saxophonist Bill Barton, the band returning to England in
June 1927. Once back in England Jack did session work for a while
playing for the likes of Ambrose and Ronnie Munro, and at this time
Jack made quite a few recordings at Parlophone and Crystalate
(Imperial Records) with Syd Roy’s Crichton Lyricals playing some
brilliant hot Jazz solos on “The Baltimore”, “She Don’t Wanna” and
“Somebody Said”.
Jack’s big break with Jack Hylton’s band came in 1927, by this time
Jack’s playing was so much more confident, with a touch of Bix
Beiderbecke and Red Nichols combined in with his own styling. During his time with Hylton’s band
Jack, as lead trumpet/cornet player, played many hot jazz solos as well as doing some singing in
the modern (well modern at the time) “scat” style. Jack left Hylton’s band in November 1929 to join
the Howard Jacobs band, playing at the Berkeley Hotel, he soon moved to the Savoy Hotel to play
in the house band that was being led by Percival MacKey who was soon replace by Arthur Lally.
As well as recording with both these leaders Jack continued to do freelance work with the likes of
Harry Hudson at Edison Bell. In March 1931 bandleaders Jack Payne and Roy Fox were both
after the services of Jack; he joined Payne and spent two years at the
BBC as a key player in Payne’s band not only as a soloist and vocalist but
also assisted in many of the comedy aspects of the performances.
Both Jack and Poggy Pogson left Payne in February of 1933 after Payne
made a beeline for Poggy and continued to pick on him during a
rehearsal. Jack went on to form his own band for which he had already
secured a recording session at HMV. It just seems a bit funny that Poggy
Pogson was immediately appointed as a player in Jack’s new band.
August 1st 1933 saw Jack Jackson open at the Dorchester Hotel with his
own band. Along with some top musicians in Jack’s band there was also
ace arranger Stanley Andrews. Jack and his band became very popular
with the smart set at the Dorchester, setting a good dance tempo as can
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be heard on many of his HMV recordings.
In December 1933 Jack and his band were on the move, first to
Rector’s Club then in March 1940 to the Mayfair Hotel. As the war
started Jack joined the Ministry of Information and was tasked with
drawing cartoons for pamphlets; he was also working as a booking
agent at Foster’s Agency. Jack didn’t get on well with desk work
and after leaving the Ministry he made a comeback with a new
band at Churchill’s in February of 1947. This was followed with
playing with his own band at the Potomac in October 1947; it was
after this engagement that Jack gave up band leading after he received an offer from the BBC to
compere a BBC big-band series of programs called “Band Parade”. Just under a year later (June
1948) and Jack had his own late night show called “Record Round Up” which ran for over 20
years making Jack a household name again, this time with a new generation of listeners. Jack
made a number of broadcasts for Decca on Radio Luxembourg along with various TV
appearances; he also hosted his own chat show on ITV in September of 1955. Jack continued to
work outside of his radio activities compering band shows at theatres across the UK as well as
appearing as a solo act on various occasions.
Jack left England for Tenerife in 1962 to live, building
himself a sophisticated and technically advanced studio
where he would record his
radio shows. Once completed
the shows were sent by jet
plane each week to London. At
the age of 67 Jack became
quite ill, his illness was
aggravated by the climate
where he was living, so he
soon returned to Rickmansworth, England where his two sons were
running their own recording studio. Reports state that that Jack had
aged tremendously, all his energy being sapped by emphysema. After
approximately two years Jack made a remarkable recovery and,
although having to rely on an electric air-compressor for his breathing,
he began to present a new radio show in 1975 called “The Jack Jackson Show”.
The multi-talented Jack Jackson, all round gentleman and good friend to many died on 15th
January 1978, leaving behind his wife Eve (who he met in Africa) and three children.
~~~ Musical video links ~~~
Jack Jackson – Radio 1 launch day
~~
“Everybody Love my Marguerite” Jack Jackson and His Orchestra – 78rpm
Issued on HMV B-6405 and Vic 24571 although this link will play the HMV version (1933)
~~
“My Heart Jumped Over the Moon” Jack Jackson and His Orchestra with Jack Jackson on vocal
Issued on HMV BD-178 (1935)
~~
“You Turned Your Head” – Jack Jackson and his Orchestra
Issued on HMV B.6522 (1934)
~~
Jack Jackson and His Orchestra "Make Those People Sway"
Issued on HMV B.6402 (1933)
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The Bop Brothers Reunited at the Bull’s Head 1 September 2018
Where does jazz end and blues begin? Or should that be the other way round? A number of
years ago I bumped into a well-known blues fan at the North Sea Jazz Festival and expressed
mild surprise at seeing him there. He pointed out that the blues is at the root of jazz, and that both
share the freedom, if not the requirement, to improvise.
One band that comfortably bridges each style, and that contains
musicians who are at home in both, is the Bop Brothers. Led by Jon TBone Taylor, a guitarist who is never flashy but always tasteful, the rest of
the band comprised Rob Statham on electric bass (whose nimble solos
impressed), Dave ‘Munch’ Moore (keys), and Pete Miles (drums).
Special guest on tenor and soprano saxophones was the remarkable Art
Themen, an elder statesman of British jazz and a retired orthopaedic
surgeon. And rounding out the team was the soulful vocalist Andy Roberts (Blues Patrol).
Instrumentals and songs had been composed by current and former band members, and made for
a pleasing change to the karaoke setlist of some bands. In the instrumental category were
Bluesion, which had a touch of Joe Zawinul, and the greasy Blue Shift. Of the songs, the funky
Strange News, Missing You and Try all caught the ear and epitomised the quality of the music that
filled two highly enjoyable sets.

REGGAE (VERY) IRREGULAR
Johnny Osbourne at The Jazz Cafe - 30 August 2018
I have waited getting on for forty years to
see Johnny Osbourne, and he did not
disappoint as he brushed aside the usual
concerns that sometimes time, or indeed
living, may have had a diminishing effect,
however small, on the ability to perform at
the same high standard that was the
attraction when first heard.
Not only did this slight septuagenarian
bounce about the stage like someone
several decades his junior, but, more
importantly, his voice was strong and clear,
recalling the height of his fame during the late nineteen-seventies and the nineteen-eighties when
his records filled the dancehalls. During a career of over fifty years he has recorded for some of
Jamaica’s top producers such as Clement ‘Sir Coxsone’ Dodd, Henry ‘Junjo’ Lawes, and ‘King
Jammy’ (Lloyd James).
He soon had the Jazz Cafe rocking with What A La La and the dance-floor favourite Water
Pumping, much loved by the ladies, but he was not afraid to chide them with Ice Cream Love.
Truths And Rights and Can’t Leave Jah were examples of his serious roots songs, and Buddy Bye
of his verbal dexterity. A night that will live long in the memory ended with We Need Love, a cri de
coeur that too many of the world’s inhabitants still stupidly ignore.
Dave Carroll
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Nick Cobban has very kindly allowed TFTW to reproduce articles
from his blog (http://thevinylword.blogspot.com/) so feel free to nip
over and take a look at his many articles. Thanks Nick.
September 28, 2018
I'm off on another US road trip with Dave Carroll, Alan Lloyd and Lee Wilkinson. We flew into
Houston and I drove along I10 to Lafayette. The weather was abysmal with heavy rain. After some
gumbo at Prejean's Cajun restaurant we went to the new Rock'n'Bowl in downtown where an
entertaining group called Terry and the Zydeco Bad Boys were playing some good soul covers as
well as zydeco numbers. Quite a smart modern place and a good addition to Lafayette's music
scene. What do you know - Dave and Julie Thomas walked in, three weeks into their six week
American tour.
Next day we drove to Baton Rouge, calling in at a museum in West Baton Rouge devoted to the
sugar plantation that was there. There are various buildings including a recreated juke joint where
they sometimes hold live events. Kenny Neal was there recently for an event commemorating
Lazy Lester and he will be back soon for the annual sugar festival. There are also recreated slave
quarters, plantation store and barn as well as plenty of exhibits in the main building. From there
we went to a record shop and museum dedicated to R&B singer and band leader Buddy Stewart
which is now run by his daughter Philippa. I spent a happy hour or two going through the many
piles of 45s and picking out a few and then had a
look round the museum where there are photos
and memorabilia of Buddy and other local
musicians including Kenny and Jackie Neal,
Tabby Thomas and Bobby Rush. In the evening
we had an overpriced 'fusion' meal in a deserted
downtown and then went to the blues jam at Phil
Brady's bar which has been taking place every
Thursday for 40 years. Two bands played rather
predictable cliché blues numbers such as 'Got My
Mojo Working' and 'Every Day I Have The Blues’
and when the second band launched into a
pedestrian version of 'Mustang Sally we decided
we had had enough. Now it's on to Bogalusa.
September 30
Bogalusa is a small town in the north east corner of Louisiana dominated by a huge paper mill. It
hasn't got a lot to recommend it (although I found a few records in a flea market) but its annual
Blues and Heritage Festival, now in its seventh year,
has put it on the map. Located in a pleasant park
outside town it's a laid back affair. And the first act,
Big Daddy O and his band, shared that laid back
vibe. He's been around quite a few years playing
mostly roadhouses and has a low key approach
which was gently pleasing. Numbers included ‘Baby
What You Want Me To Do’, the rocking ‘Get Over It’,
‘The Sporting Life’ and ‘Rock Me Baby’, all performed
well. A decent start to the evening. Next up was
Kenny Neal, playing on home turf and demonstrating
why he's still doing well after more than 30 years in
the business. He's a solid blues man with a lot of
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showmanship, including the obligatory audience walk. He was high octane much of the time on
what he called his gutbucket numbers but changed his pace for numbers like ‘Funny How Time
Slips Away’ and ‘Honest I Do’. ‘Plain Old Common Sense’, from his recent ‘Bloodline’ album, was
a tribute to his grandma and B B King and other numbers included ‘Sweet Little Angel’, ‘The
Things I Used To Do’ and a sing along ‘Since I Met You Baby’. He finished with some zydeco with
‘Toot Toot’ and ‘When The Saints’. A highly enjoyable 90 minute set by a class act. Final act on
day one was Sonny Landreth, a brilliant guitarist but one who strays onto heavy rock at times.
This time he started with a short acoustic set which was a delight. His slide skills were well
exhibited on ‘Sneaking Behind Your Back’, a big Bill Broonzy number and ‘Creole Angel’, a great
song. After a pause he returned for his main set, beginning with a Robert Johnson song (not sure
which) and ‘It Hurts Me Too’. Then it was on to the heavy rock sound with loud guitar so after a
couple of numbers we called it a day.
Day two started with Fessaround, a tribute to Professor
Longhair who came from Bogalusa. Pianist Tom Worrell
played some Fess favourites and there were all too short
contributions from Al 'Carnival Time' Johnson and Marilyn
Barbarin who briefly sang ‘Wang Dang Doodle’ before she
was dragged off as the set was over running. Shame these
great veterans didn't get more time. Other acts during the
afternoon were local singer Crispin Schoeder, who had a
bit of a folky/country tinge, and Chris LeBlanc, who did a
hard rocking set including ‘Living In The USA’, ‘Born On
The Bayou’ and ‘Rock This Town’. There was some Slim
Harpo as well and some soul with ‘That's How Strong My Love Is’ and ‘Love and Happiness’.
Despite the awful finale, ‘Star Spangled Banner’, this was a good set.
With such a sparse crowd it was hard to whip up an audience response, but the next act, Vasti
Jackson, did his best. Formerly Johnnie Taylor's musical director he's a good guitarist with a lot of
energy as a couple of extended crowd walks testified. Sometimes a little heavy with his guitar
playing he was best on his more soulful stuff, such as ‘Last
Two Dollars’ and ‘Dangerous Curves’ and his soft reggae
segment with ‘Stir It Up’. Enjoyable but a shame the crowd
was so small. He was followed on stage by sheer class in the
form of Ruthie Foster, a singer songwriter who is equally at
home on blues, folk and gospel. She has a purity of voice
which also has real soul in it and more often than not a
message. Beginning with ‘Brand New Day’ her set included
‘Singing The Blues’ (inspired by Bobby Bland), ‘The Devil’ (a
Staples song), ‘I'm A Woman’, the beautiful ‘My Kind Of
Loving’, a great slow version of Johnny Cash's ‘Ring Of Fire’,
and gospel in the form of ‘Travelling Shoes’ and her final number ‘I Want To Be Ready’. A classy
set and highly enjoyable.
What can you say about the headline act Bobby Rush?
He's coming up 85 but is ageless, never looking any
different, failing to give pleasure or, it has to be said,
changing his act. Accompanied on stage by two lady
dancers, including the delightful Mizz Lowe, he gave us all
his old favourites: ‘She's Fine’, jokes about his big fat
woman with oversized knickers, the ‘Old Hen Young Hen’
routine, ‘Garbageman’, ‘Hoochie Coochie Man’, Michael
Jackson and Elvis, ‘Night Fishing’ and ‘Porcupine Meat’.
With his huge smile Bobby gets away with being non PC
and is genuinely funny, a relic from another era who
deserves to be venerated. Long may he last.
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October 3
Our trip continued into Mississippi with breakfast at The Depot in Hattiesburg and a look at a
couple of blues markers there, the ‘Hi Hat Club’ and the ‘Roots of Rock and Roll’. From there it
was on to Laurel to check out a marker and to Forest, where Arthur 'Big Boy Crudup came from.
We stayed overnight in Jackson and went looking for the Queen of Hearts, a juke joint where they
still have live blues at weekends. There was no band there but some great music on the juke box.
It's a tiny place which was serving takeaway soul food to locals with very few people drinking, one
exception being Bluesman McKinney Williams who has recorded a couple of albums.
Next day we had breakfast in Brent's Drugs, a fantastic original forties diner with a soda fountain
and turquoise furnishings. Checking out more blues markers we moved on to Vicksburg where
there is a large mural along the Mississippi river front
featuring local scenes and one with Willie Dixon who
came from the town. From there we went to the Blue
Front Cafe in Bentonia, one of the last remaining juke
joints in Mississippi. In the evening, after a beer and
burger at the Pig and Pint, we made our now annual
visit to Hal and Mal's for the Blue Monday jam session.
It was my sixth visit but, unlike others when Dorothy
Moore, King Edward or J J Thames had performed,
this evening was a bit low key. Regulars Abdul Rashid
and Percy, in his gold lame suit, sang and the band
was good but the others were rather disappointing with
the exception of harmonica player Jock Webb. A good
night none the less.
Next day we breakfasted at Sugar's, a soul food place where I had no option but to have grits with
my eggs and bacon. Reminds me of the semolina I was forced to eat at primary school. Leaving
Jackson we had a look at Kosciusko, where there is a marker for Charlie Musselwhite and where
Oprah Winfrey and James Meredith hail from, and Grenada, home town of both Magic Sam and
Magic Slim. In the evening we took a chance and went to see Trombone Shorty and Orleans
Avenue at Delta State University in Cleveland. We didn't know what to expect as his fan base is
young. But he's from a well-known New Orleans family (his grandfather was Jessie ‘Ooh Poo Pah
Doo’ Hill) so we hoped for some New Orleans funk. What we got was a wall of incessant noise
from the eight piece band which included two very loud drummers. Shorty (Troy Andrews) is
clearly a talented trombonist and trumpeter but his sound is not to our taste. I recognised Ernie KDoe's ‘Here Come The Girls’ and Kool and the Gang's ‘Get Down On It’, but while the students in
the theatre screamed their approval we were unimpressed and left after an hour to go for a much
needed drink at the Airport Grocery.
October 6
Leaving Cleveland we headed to Drew, where there is a
blues marker on the Staple Singers, and passed
Parchman Farm prison, which inspired many blues songs.
From there we went to the university town of Oxford
which, unlike most of Mississippi, is thriving and
prosperous. There's a pretty town square with an English
phone box at one corner and a recent addition is the
brilliant ‘End Of All Music’ record shop, with a great
selection of blues and soul records, which has relocated
from out of town.
Continuing our quest for blues markers we checked one
out at the university and, while there, we took a look at the statue of James Meredith. He was the
first black student there whose admission was opposed by the state governor and other white
racists and only admitted when President Kennedy sent in the National Guard. It was a key
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moment in civil rights history. Chatting to a post grad student we learned that Meredith is still alive
and pays visits to the campus occasionally.
We moved on to Clarksdale and, after a meal at the
Stone Pony, where a quiz was taking place, we went to
Red's, still as basic a juke joint as ever, to see local
bluesman Lucious Spiller. He's an excellent guitarist
with a humorous approach who claims to be the nephew
of Magic Sam. A good evening.
Next morning we walked around Clarksdale for a bit. It
seems to be benefiting from all the blues tourists but
most of the buildings remain empty and/or derelict. From
there we headed in search of Emmett Till, the 14 year old
black boy from Chicago who was murdered for allegedly
whistling at a white woman. We visited the courthouse in Sumner where his murderers were
acquitted by an all-white male jury. They later told a magazine that they were in fact guilty. There's
an interpretative centre there with details of the trial. Not far away, at Graball Landing, is the spot
where Emmett's body was found. The sign marking the
place was recently peppered with bullets and removed.
The replacement has also been shot at. In nearby
Glendora there is a small museum that Dave and I
visited a few years ago but which was closed this time.
We went on to the Tutwiler funeral home, now derelict,
where Emmett's body was taken. When the casket
was returned to Chicago it was opened, revealing the
mutilation that had occurred, sparking anger and
igniting the Civil Rights movement. In the evening we
went to the Ground Zero blues club for a blues jam
featuring Big A and Steve Kolbus and hosted by coowner Bill Puckett.
Friday saw us drive over to Helena, Arkansas, for a
little bit of the King Biscuit Festival. It was a baking hot
day so we were happy to spend it at the indoor Front
Porch Stage where Bobby Rush kicked things off on
good style with a solo set (no dancing girls). He was
followed by Pat Thomas with some country blues and
husband and wife duo Johnie B and Iretta Sanders
with some Chicago blues including ‘Wang Dang
Doodle’ and ‘Something You Got’ among others. After
some straight ahead blues from Earl the Pearl Banks,
a long time regular performer on Beale Street, we
were treated to some superb soul/blues by Johnny
Rawls. Johnny has played with many of the greats,
indeed I saw him back James Carr when he played at Blackheath in the nineties, and is also a
good solo performer. He has a new CD out called ‘I'm Still Around’ and his 45 minute set included
some real gems, including ‘Red Cadillac’, ‘Turn Back The Hands of Time’ (on which he backed
Otis Clay he said), ‘I Say Yes’, ‘Can I Get It’ and ‘Shake It’. A great day at the festival which cost
us nothing and to cap it all I bought a bunch of 45s for 10 cents each.
But if the daytime was good the evening was brilliant. We headed off to the Horseshoe Casino in
Robinsonville to see one of the best soul shows I've seen in a long time with a 90 per cent black
audience who really got involved. First up was Carla Thomas, dressed in a black cat suit, who was
in fine voice and who was backed by the cream of Memphis musicians, including Charles and
Leroy Hodges and Thomas Bingham. She began well with ‘Lovey Dovey’ and followed with
several of her own songs including ‘Something Good’, ‘No Time To Lose’, a great song written by
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Deanie Parker, Sam Cooke's version of ‘Little Red Rooster’, ‘Baby I Like What You're Doing To
Me’,’ Let Me Be Good To You’ and ‘B-A-B-Y’. After ‘Take Me To The River’ she closed with a
tribute to Denise LaSalle with ‘Trapped By This Thing Called Love’ with a few bars of ‘Gee Whiz’.
A fantastic set.
Then it was the turn of Latimore, backed by his
own Chicago band, to really wow the ladies in the
audience with a set which was both classy (his
keyboard skills and voice remain excellent) and a
little raunchy. He's an imposing man with a mane
of white hair and matching beard and he kicked off
with ‘Bad Risk’ and moved on to ‘Take Me To The
Mountain Top’, a personal favourite of mine. After
some amusing chat he did an extended version of
‘Stormy Monday’, with some keyboard brilliance,
then ‘My Give A Damn Gave Out A Long Time
Ago’, ‘She Took Me Round The World’ and the
risqué ‘I'm In Love With A Big Old Pretty Girl’.
There was more sexy charm with ‘There's
Something About You’ and a song celebrating the sexual prowess of older men called, I think, ‘I
May Be An Old Dog But I Know How To Bury A Bone (Bow Wow)’. Finally it was time for the song
the audience had been calling for, ‘Let's Straighten It Out’, which was just superb in the hands of
the master. This was a superb set on a day that ticked all the boxes music wise. And there's much
more to come.
October 10
After Clarksdale we thought we would try something different and drove south towards Yazoo
City, stopping off to look at blues markers in Tchula and Lexington on the way and nearly getting
lost on a seemingly endless dirt road. Yazoo City is much like other delta towns except that its
Main Street comprises rows of different coloured buildings known as the ‘Painted Ladies’. It was
there that the town's free music festival was being held and 99 per cent of those attending were
African Americans. Many of the artists were big names in southern soul, but little known outside
the South. These included Johnny Rawls who was even better than the day before in Helena. His
set this time included two Tyrone Davis songs and ‘Walking The Dog’, which got several members
of the audience cocking their leg and faking doggy
sex. Another great act was Ms Jody, a bouncy
singer who has recorded dozens of albums. Her
numbers included uptempo items like ‘The Bop’,
‘Sugar Daddy’ and ‘Ms Jody's Thang’, a pleading
duet with a band member, ‘Don't Give A Damn’
and ‘Let's Play Hide And Seek’. It was raunchy,
fun and excellent entertainment. Also popular,
especially with the ladies, was the headline act Sir
Charles Jones, whose set included popular (with
the audience) items such as ‘Friday’, ‘Pop That
Coochie’ and ‘Mississippi Boy’. He was on late
and seemed to lose much of his audience midway
through his set and we joined the exodus. Other
acts included Gary Lil G Jenkins, who sang and played guitar and had a backing tape rather than
a band but was good on ‘Its A Man's World’, DanI, a modern R&B singer, and bluesman Jimmy
Duck Holmes. An excellent and very hot day.
Next day, Sunday, we drove north towards Memphis, stopping off for an excellent pork lunch at
Jake and Rip's in Grenada. We started the evening off in Beale Street, as you do, with a quick
look in the Jerry Lee Lewis bar. Then to the Blues City Cafe for a couple of beers and a Memphis
Soul Stew where Earl the Pearl was playing his usual enjoyable stuff. The next day was a
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frustrating one. We found Little Milton's statue, near that of Bobby Bland which we saw last
night, and decided to have breakfast at the Arcade Cafe, a famous Memphis landmark. What a
mistake. We waited 75 minutes and our food still hadn't come so we left. Last time I go there. We
were on a mission to find music graves and found a few in
Memorial Park Cemetery: Isaac Hayes, Marshall Grant of the
Tennessee Two and Bill Justis, but there are many more there.
From there we went to the Galilee Memorial Gardens intent on
finding the marker for O V Wright but despite our best efforts and
careful study of a video of the ceremony when it was put there,
after a fund raising campaign by writer Preston Lauterbach,
among others, we couldn't find it. We did find Memphis Slim's
grave however. It was a quiet Monday night so after a meal on
Westy's we had a couple of beers in the Flying Saucer and called
it a day.
Our final full day in Memphis began with us seeking the birthplace
of Aretha Franklin in Lucy Ave. It's derelict but there's talk of
turning it into a tourist
attraction.
They've
done something similar with Memphis Slim's former
house near Stax which is now some kind of studio.
We also had a look around the new Blues
Foundation centre. It's quite well done with a lot of
interactive stuff but not that many exhibits beyond
Eddie Clearwater's headdress and dresses once
owned by Denise LaSalle and Mavis Staples. From
there we went grave hunting again, to the New Park
Cemetery where we found the graves of Rufus
Thomas, Johnny Ace, Al Jackson and three of the
Barkays. We failed to find, in another cemetery a few
miles away, that of James Carr. After a look round the Goner record shop, which had some good
but rather pricey records, we had a beer and a game of table football in a nearby bar. We spent
our last evening in Memphis in Midtown which has seen a great revival in recent years with loads
of bars and restaurants. We had a super meal at the Soul Fish Cafe and some beers at a local bar
before, for once, an early night. We are travelling south tomorrow for more adventures.
October 13
After leaving Memphis we drove south to Nesbit to
visit Jerry Lee Lewis's ranch. Lee, who is a big Jerry
Lee fan, has been twice before but it was a new
experience for the rest of us. And a surreal one it was
too. It's not a big house but is packed with photos,
gold records, personal items, certificates and of
course his grand piano. We were shown round by
his son, Jerry Lee Lewis III who was affable and
amusing about his dad's eccentricities. There's the
glass fronted cabinet with a bullet hole - shot
because Jerry Lee didn't like it. And a bedroom door
with knife marks in it caused by him sitting on the bed
and throwing his many knives at it. There's his white
Rolls and another car with number Killer9. Hardly worth 45 dollars for a 45 minute tour, but if
you're a fan, and even if you're not, it's a fascinating insight into a man who delights and appals in
equal measure. He's still active - his son, who is also his general factotum, was off to Reno next
day, - and long may he be so. It seems there's a good chance he will make a return visit to
London next year, and I will be there.
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Following lunch in Como where there are some blues
markers we drove to Baton Rouge for the night. In the
evening we made a return visit (after last year) to Kenny
Neal's Juke Joint hoping for some live music. There
wasn't a band but his brother Fred, who plays keyboards
in his band, was there and made us incredibly welcome.
He did some impromptu solo numbers including ‘Bring It
On Home To Me’, ‘Members Only’, ‘No Woman No Cry’
and ‘Cheaper To Keep Her’ and a young lady called
Vernicia, a law student from Seattle, happily chose songs
on the juke box with Dave for us. Fred insisted on buying
us drinks and Vernicia got quite emotional when we left. They were all genuinely friendly and it
was a lovely, unexpected evening. Maybe we are the only white visitors they've had. Sad but
probably true.
Arriving in New Orleans next day was a bit like
coming home as I've been there so many times over
the last 30 years. The weather was great and we all
felt more relaxed after our exertions of the last
fortnight. In the evening we went to the Rock'n'Bowl to
see Geno Delafose, one of the best zydeco
performers around. We were taken aback when, just
before the show, a video came on of someone singing
the ‘Star Spangled Banner’. The entire audience
stood with hand on heart with the exception of us and
an English woman who was equally bemused. I know
the owner of the place, John Blancher is known as
being very right wing, but this sort of jingoistic claptrap
went out of fashion in the UK in the sixties when people stopped standing for the National Anthem
after cinema performances. Geno was excellent though.
Next day we walked around the French Quarter up to
Frenchman Street before settling down in Ryan's Irish
bar for a goalless bore draw against Croatia on the TV.
This was the first day of the Crescent City Blues and
BBQ Festival with just two acts. The first was the ever
reliable Little Freddie King dressed, as usual, in a
brightly coloured jacket and standing stock still
throughout his set. Not great but quite enjoyable. Next
up was Samantha Fish, who was clearly very popular
with the crowd. A blonde rock chick, she looks good but
is more rock than blues. I enjoyed ‘Chills And Fever’ and
one or two other numbers but some of her other
numbers, played on any of five guitars, were too heavy for my taste. From there we went to the
Parish Room at the House of Blues to see Reverend Peyton's Big Damn Band. They are a three
piece from Indiana comprising a guitarist with a finger picking style, Breezy, a female washboard
player, and a drummer. There's a bluesy feel about them although they have quite a tough edge
tempered with quite a bit of humour. An entertaining outfit who have made eight albums so far.
October 15
We are on to the final stretch of our road trip and started the weekend with an early lunch of baked
ham at Mother's, a New Orleans institution with good food but very basic decor. Then it was off to
the first full day of the Crescent City Blues and BBQ Festival. First up was Mem Shannon and the
Membership. He's a decent bluesman with a V shaped guitar and was fine on numbers like ‘3
O'clock Blues’ and ‘The Blues Looked Out For Me’ but not exceptional. The next act, John 'Papa'
Gros, played some New Orleans funk but was rather dull.
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Things came to life with the next act, Rev John
Wilkins, who produced some blistering gospel blues
with the aid of his three daughters. Wearing a black
cowboy hat he looked every bit the southern preacher
and most of his songs were praising God, including
‘You Can't Hurry God’, ‘Wade In The Water’, ‘On The
Battlefield’ and ‘Will The Circle Be Unbroken’. One of
his daughters took the lead on a couple of numbers
and gave them her all. Passionate stuff and an
excellent set. Next up was Shemekia Copeland who
was also in great form. She has a new CD out called
‘America's Child’ which includes some thought
provoking songs such as ‘Ain't Got Time for Hate’ and
‘Would You Take My Blood’. Others included ‘The Battle Is Over But The War Goes On’,
‘Somebody Else's Jesus’ and ‘When You Play With The Devil’. Shemekia introduced Irma Thomas
on stage to congratulate her on her recent Americana award. Following her was Walter ‘Wolfman’
Washington, an ever present on trips to the Big Easy. On this occasion he seemed to be in one of
his jazzy moods but I didn't see the whole set so can't really comment.
Headlining was Jimmie Vaughan, a fine guitarist with a top notch band with four horns who began
his set with some rather mellow laid back numbers including ‘It's Been A Long Time’ and ‘I Ain't
Seen Nobody Like You’. Things picked up with ‘Just A Little Bit’, a sing along version of ‘Hey
Baby’ and ‘You Can't Sit Down’ before he was joined on stage by two back-up singers, one male
and one female, who brought real life to ‘Like It Like That’ and the Flamingos ‘If I Can't Have You’.
The set closer ‘Boom Bapa Boom’ was a real stormer.
Afterwards we were in several minds about what to see and went to the Hi Ho Lounge to see a bit
of a psychedelic improvisational band called Hash Cabbage. We soon gave up on that and went
to Frenchmen Street where we ended up seeing a highly competent and enjoyable soul covers
group in the Balcony Music Club called the Fleurtations. They are a nine piece outfit with horns
and a couple of sassy singers. Free entry as well.
Day two of the festival began for me with Kenny
Brown, a white slide guitarist who learned his art in
North Mississippi. He was well worth a listen as he
really drives his numbers along, ‘Shake Your Money
Maker’ being one example. Next up was Papa Mali, a
New Orleans blues man who was merely OK, but the
next act, the Keeshea Pratt Band from Houston really
got the crowd going with some full blooded blues in the
style of Ko Ko Taylor. Keeshea worked the audience on
numbers like ‘Rock Me Baby’, ‘Have A Good Time’,
‘Wang Dang Doodle’, ‘Cold Sweat’ and ‘Rock Steady’
and although it wasn't original material it was well done.
Next up was a real treat: a set by 93 year old Henry
Gray, whose piano playing and vocals remain in good
health. His career goes back to the Chicago blues scene
of the 1940s and he was a member of Howlin' Wolf's
band for 12 years before returning to Baton Rouge
where he still plays a weekly gig. He was backed by an
enthusiastic Terrance Simien on rub board, Bob
Corritore on harmonica and Lil Buck Sinegal provided
some stinging guitar in a 60 minute set which included
over 20 songs including ‘Sweet Home Chicago’, ‘Bright
Lights Big City’ (twice), ‘Going Down Slow’ and
‘Blueberry Hill’.
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The next act, Cookie McGee, from Texas was obviously a good guitarist with quite a soulful voice,
but she didn't really do it for me. The headline act, however, was another matter. The Bo-Keys, led
by Scott Bomar, provided the backing for Percy Wiggins and a quite scintillating set by Don
Bryant, who must now be a contender for the title of the world's greatest living soul singer. Percy
started the set with half a dozen songs sung with his customary style, rather wooden but with a
truly soulful voice. They included ‘Can't Find Nobody (To Take Your Place)’, ‘Writing On The Wall’
and ‘Never Found A Girl’.
Then it was the turn of Don Bryant, whose
gorgeous voice is only matched by his superb
stagecraft. ‘Nickel And A Nail’, ‘Set My Soul On
Fire’, ‘Everything's Gonna Be Alright’, ‘I'll Go
Crazy’,’ I Got To Know’, ‘One Ain't Enough And
Two's Too Many’, ‘What Kind Of Love’, the
ballad ‘Tell Me How Do I Get There’ and ‘That
Driving Beat’ were all delivered to perfection,
another soul master class from the great man.
As an encore he sang a stunning ‘Don't Turn
Your Back On Me’ and finally ‘I Can't Stand The
Rain’ with Percy also on stage. This was a
wonderful way to end a great festival and a
great trip. But it wasn't quite over yet. We
walked the few yards to the Ace Hotel where the Marc Stone band introduced, first, New Orleans
stalwart Ernie Vincent and then Marilyn Barbarin who was truly excellent on some Aretha covers,
including ‘Save Me’, ‘Think’ and ‘Respect’, and some originals including her first record ‘Believe
Me’. The icing on the already delicious cake we thought as we headed off for some final beers at
the Avenue pub.
Footnote
After New Orleans we spent a final night in Beaumont on our way back to Houston. Once again it
was raining hard on that stretch of I10 – does it never stop? – after three weeks of sun. Lee and
Alan chose the jambalaya at Floyd’s Seafood Restaurant – a meal so big that it would take at
least three people per plate to finish it. That was it at the end of a very enjoyable trip. Here’s to a
few more in the future.
The Fleurtations
Ernie Vincent
Marilyn Barbarin

Nick Cobban
As usual, TFTW would like to thank Nick for allowing us to borrow (steal?) his articles
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What happened to my Column? It is sitting happily on my computer but, due to problems with
the wi-fi connection, that is where it must stay for the time being. Once I get the computer fixed I’ll
be back in action but, for the time being, I’ll just let you know that I’m in good health and I wish you
all a Blue Christmas.

Dave Parker
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SOUL KITCHEN
THE HOME OF REAL SOUL

LOST SOULS
OTIS RUSH
Otis Rush was one of the all-time great blues guitarists
and singers. He was a major league blues man on a par
with, the more well-known giants, Earl Hooker, Buddy
Guy, and B B King etc. In his pot he had emotionally
charged deep, impassioned recordings, with under his
belt the original versions of, 'Double Trouble', 'I Can’t Quit
You Baby' and 'All Your Love' which quite rightly became
blues standards.
He was born 29th April 1934, in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania. Rush moved to Chicago in 1948, and soon melted into the city’s thriving blues
scene. Along with Buddy Guy, Freddie King and Magic Sam, he became part of the defining trinity
(quaternity?) of Chicago's west side blues vibes. He formed his own group called Little Otis, which
was active from 1955-60. In 1956 he signed with Cobra Records. His debut was a truly passionate
performance with 'I Can’t Quit You Baby', which claimed a number 6 spot on the US R&B charts.
His only chart entry.
Cobra went out of business so in the early sixties he signed with Chess records, then Duke, with
little success. During this period 'So Many Roads' and the brilliant 'Homework' stand out as
exceptional blues recordings.
In 1965 he recorded for Sam Charters, and was featured on the CHICAGO/THE BLUES TODAY
album. This brought him into the arms of the emerging blues following in the UK and Europe. In
1966 he was part of the legendary American Folk Blues Festival tour. In 1984 he was inducted
into the Blues Hall of Fame. His 1998 Delmark album ANY PLACE I'M GOING, won him a
Grammy.
His early recordings inspired many British guitarists such as Peter Green, Eric Clapton, and Mick
Taylor, who strived to recreate the austere emotive quality of Rush's solos. John Mayall in
particular championed Rush, helping him to become widely known in the UK.
Rush quite often toured the UK. His visit to the Dominion
Theatre, London, 21st November 1980 left our great leader,
Mr Woods, speechless. When he got his voice back he has
said many times over the years. I saw the great man at the
Dominion, Tottenham Court Road. Otis Rush is the
measurement I used for popularity of "true blues".
Following a stroke in 2003, which robbed him of his voice and
guitar playing, he was confined to a wheelchair. He died 29th
September 2018.
DON GARDNER
Don Gardner was born in Philadelphia. He taught himself to play the drums,
and also mastered the organ and piano. In the early fifties he formed his own
group the Sonotones, which also included Jimmy Smith. His first big success
came in 1962 when he teamed up with Dee Dee Ford for 'I Need Your
Loving' and 'Don’t You Worry', which charted on both US R&B and Pop
charts. He went onto record for a variety of labels, including these classic
Northern Soul floor fillers, from 1966, 'My Baby Likes To Boogaloo', Tru-GloTown records, and from 1969, 'Cheatin Kind’, on Sedgwick records.
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In 1973 he made the charts again with 'Forever', a duet with Baby Washington. In the midseventies he retired, for the most part, from performing, taking on the role as executive director of
the Philadelphia Clef Club of Jazz and performing Arts. He remained in that role until his death.
He was born 9th May 1931, and died 4th September 2018.
HAMIET BLUIETT
Hamiet Bluiett was a baritone saxophonist who was considered
one of the best on this instrument 🎷. He played with Charles
Mingus and all the greats from the Jazz world, including
numerous album appearances. He was a member of the
legendary World Saxophone Quartet, which he co-founded.
He was born 16th September 1940, and died 4th October
2018.
JOHNNY DAWSON was a co-founder of the Detroit vocal
group The Elgins. Originally the group were called the
Emeralds and as the Downbeats, before signing with Motown’s
V.I.P subsidiary. In 1966 'Darling Baby' and 'Heaven Must
Have Sent You' made both the US R&B and Pop charts. He
died 19th September 2018.
TONY JOE WHITE was a singer, guitarist and songwriter, who was at the forefront of Swamp
rock. He penned the classics 'Rainy Night In Georgia' and 'Polk Salad Annie'. He was born 23rd
July 1943, and died 24th October 2018.
MELVIN RAGIN better known as WAH WAH WATSON, was a prolific session guitarist, and
member of the Funk Brothers. He was born 8th December 1950, and died 24th October 2018.
LIVE
AT LAST - THE ETTA JAMES STORY
BIRMINGHAM TOWN HALL 18th OCTOBER 2018
This was simply brilliant. Vika Bull who plays Etta
James was sensational. She received an amazing
standing ovation at the end, which went on and on. In
my time I’ve seen a tremendous amount of live music.
I’d put this high up in my greatest experiences.
For a show report, see John Howard's write up in the
last issue, it mirrors Birmingham.
MIKE VERNON & THE MIGHTY COMBO
WORCESTER MARRS BAR 13th SEPTEMBER 2018
When glancing through the free Worcester monthly
listing magazine, the name Mike Vernon was listed to
appear in Royal Worcester. A quick google, yes it was
the real Vernon, who has apparently formed a group and is out on the road. Mike Vernon is
probably a name not familiar to anyone from the eighties onwards, but those who grew up in the
‘60s and ‘70s will know him as a significant producer, who brought music from America's roots to
the attention of the world, through his Blue Horizon label.
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So with nothing else to do he cuts an album, BEYOND THE BLUE HORIZON, and hits the road,
with a mostly veteran band of erstwhile musicians, delivering his take of titillating R&B bingo. The
Mighty Combo consisted of a very tight five piece band, including little Ian Jennings of Big Town
Playboys fame. The band had real quality and experience, who knew their way round this music
with their eyes closed.
By the time the band opened with a stomping work out, a fairly sizeable audience had gathered.
Enter Vernon who tells us, "We're Gonna Rock the Joint" as he moves into Fats’ 'All By Myself',
followed by other well know ditties from the world of R&B. Highlights, Willie Dixon's 'Seventh Son',
more Fats 'Going Home Tomorrow', a breakneck ride with 'Be on That Train', a bopping 'Hot Little
Mama'. The tempo drops for a slow brooding 'Old Man Dreams', before finally closing on a fitting
'Hate To Leave (Hate To Say Goodbye)'. Great venue, great gig, which transported me back to
the good old Dublin Castle days.
ON THE DECK AND IN THE SLOT
HAS ANYBODY SEEN MY ANNE
I guess she went out to play with that Tarheel Slim again.
Midnighters - Annie Had A Baby (Federal)
Danny Taylor - I'm The Father Of Annie's Baby (Bruce)
El Dorados - Annie's Answer (Vee Jay)
Midnighters - Annie's Aunt Fannie (Federal)
Gee Cees - Annie Had A Party (Crest)
Midnighters - Work With Me Annie (Federal)
Midnights - Anne Pulled A Humbug (Music City)
Cadets - Annie Met Henry (Modern)
Little Jr Parker - Annie Get Your Yo Yo (Duke)
Anna Bell Ceaser - Little Annie (Glad-Hamp) Big Northern Soul record.
Genos - Slim Little Annie (Sundance)
Johnny Marlo - Two Ton Annie (Reel)
Four Dukes - Annie (Sun)
Little Richard - Annie Is Back (Specially)
Tony Joe White - Polk Salad Annie (RCA)
Joe Perkins - Little Eeefin' Annie (Sound Stage 7)
Fantastic Blue Jays - Annie Is A Granny (Hide Out)
Hollywood Flames - Annie Don't Love Me No More (Symbol)
Linda Hayes - My Name Ain't Annie (King)
Nu-Tones - Annie Kicked The Bucket (Hollywood Star)
Anne only went out to get some milk....
John Leyton - Johnny Remember Me (UK Top Rank)
I can hear her calls floating among the clouds....
TEN CHRISTMAS CRACKERS...Yes really, google.
James Brown - Lets Make Christmas Mean Something This Year (King)
John Lee Hooker - Blues For Christmas (Vee Jay)
Freddy King - I Hear Jingle Bells (Federal)
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Johnny & Jon - Christmas In Vietnam (Jewel)
Rudy & the Rialtos/Wolfman Jack - Christmas Tears Will Fall (UK Guls)
Sonny Parker - Boogie Woogie Santa (EPM)
Marvin Sease - Funky Christmas (RMP)
Butter Beans & Susie - Papa Ain't No Santa Claus (Bluebird)
Bab's Gonzalez - The Be-Bop Santa Claus (Essex)
Huey Smith & the Clowns - Silent Night (UK Ace)
Preston Shannon - Merry Christmas Baby (Bullseye)
It just leaves me to say I'm off to pull my cracker. I hope everyone has a wonderful soulful
Christmas. Remember soul is not just for Christmas.
Remember you're in safe soul hands with....

SNOWBOY
Keep on keeping on

Rock’n’Roll on RADIO CAROLINE
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
Between 7pm & 10pm UK time
with your host Dell Richardson & guests!
TO LISTEN ON BROADBAND INTERNET THEN GO TO
OUR WEBSITE AT
www.radiocaroline.co.uk
To tune in your web enabled equipment, go here

The Boat That (still) Rocks!
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Riding Free was the title of Roger James’s sole LP, recorded in
1971 and issued on Chapter One Records in 1973. This CD not
only contains all ten tracks from that album, but also thirteen
bonus songs.
An accomplished singer/songwriter and guitarist, James has
written almost all the material on the disc. His melodic voice is
reminiscent of Scott Walker or Glen Campbell, whilst the music
itself displays elements of rootsy folk and poppy soft rock tones
which are pleasing to the ear.
The original Riding Free album is entertaining, containing catchy
songs such as the wistful
Raindrops, the emotive
tale of The Return and the whimsical Something
Wonderful.
Four of the bonus numbers were recorded for, and
appeared on, a 1974 BBC compilation titled Up Country,
featuring some ringing guitar picking on She’s Leaving
Me Again and It Took Someone Like You showing
shades of Gram Parsons and The Byrds.
The remaining tracks were single releases that didn’t
appear on albums, including the 1969 pairing of the
bouncy Faces & Places and If You Try.
Very much a sound of the period concerned, but relevant to those of us of a nostalgic disposition.
The accompanying sixteen page booklet tells you probably all you need to know about the musical
career of Roger James.
Lee Wilkinson

I have seen Richie Milton perform solo, in a duo and, best of all, with his excellent rhythm & blues
band, The Lowdown. This is their most recent album, which
pays homage to the musicality of New Orleans before that
infamous hurricane struck the Crescent City.
Fourteen of the fifteen tracks were written by Richie Milton the exception being band member Steve King’s atmospheric
Latin tinged instrumental, Ghosts On Rampart Street. The
CD contains two other instrumentals; the relaxing late night
Things and More Than You’ll Ever Know with its ska beat.
The title track has a good New Orleans feel to it involving
second line drumming, horns and funky piano playing while
Celebration Day is a happy good time song. Drowning Man
is sung with feeling and features a powerful brass
arrangement whereas How Come Baby? has a more relaxed
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groove to it. Milton is in good voice again on Find Another Man which is also enhanced by some
slick guitar picking and Keep My Engine Clean, with its double entendres, has a lively zydeco riff
running through it.
The piano driven I Wonder Where She Gone is another NOLA flavoured anthem with a strong
bass pattern and harmonious horns. I See Love with backing vocals of a call and response nature
is in a similar vein and is probably my favourite track on this terrific disc.
Lee Wilkinson

Talented chanteuse Linda Hall is a member of Richie
Milton’s band The Lowdown, and her musical associates
therein provide much of the accompaniment on this
recording. All twelve tracks were written by Milton, who
plays guitar here, and show Hall’s versatility on a variety of
really good original songs.
Proceedings get off to a jaunty start with the opener Walk
On Water, a foot tapper with an infectious ska beat. I’ll Cry
When It Rains is reminiscent of a song one of Phil
Spector’s girl groups might have recorded in the sixties.
There is the great honking sax driven sound of You Got No
Sense, but How Can We Ever Tell is rather different with an
Amy Winehouse vibe. Population Boom has a real New
Orleans feel to it, and is also included on Richie Milton’s
Prekatrina CD reviewed above.
Beth King adds flute to the title track, a poppy reggae ditty which is stylishly sung, as is the
southern soul number Messin’ Up A Good Thing which is enlivened by horns. Sucha Lotta Lovin’
features a swinging big brass arrangement too, whereas Life Is Strange is more of a moody
supper club ballad with Dave Lennox adding a Hammond organ to the mix. Horns and percussion
light up the meaty rhythm & blues of Dr Goodstuff and the rockin’ brass is prominent once again
on the sprightly Tip Of My Tongue.
I found this CD promoting the highly appealing voice of Linda Hall, together with the meritorious
musicianship and quality production to be a joy to listen to.
Lee Wilkinson

Here Sleazy records from Malaga, Spain, come with another winner on 45 rpm. Ain't that glossy
sleeve a beautiful one carrying the Country spirit of the '50s?
Believe me this EP by a young Johnny Paycheck will give
you value for money.
The record opens with the classic "Shakin' The Blues"
featuring superb work on bass, guitar and fiddle. This tune,
written by George Jones and recorded on January 12, 1960
had everything to be a classic. Pure George Jones' work in
style and spirit it came probably too late to enjoy a run in the
charts. A beautiful recording that was issued on Decca 931077 with "Miracle of Love" in April 1960. On the flip side
we had "The Old Man and The River" recorded in February
7, 1959 and issued on Decca 9-30881 with "Pictures Can't
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Talk Back" in April 1959. That tune should have fitted Johnny Horton perfectly with its Cajun
flavoured style. Another winner that sank deep in the bayou without trace. The last song is "It's
Been A Long, Long Time" written by Donny Young himself and recorded on September 8, 1958. It
was issued the following month with "On This Mountain Top" on Decca 9-30763. That tune could
have fitted perfectly in the Faron Young or Tibby Edwards' songbook. These three singles had all
the ingredients to shake the charts but inexplicably went unnoticed.
Donald Eugene Lytle aka Donny Young switched to Johnny Paycheck in 1964, finally hitting the
charts. If you dig records that mean vinyl, get that great piece of wax and do justice to that very
fine young artist.
Dominique "Imperial" Anglares
October 13, 2018

If you are still wondering if they can play rockabilly north
of the Mason-Dixon line, here you gotta have the answer.
Curtis Lambert Johnson, born February 11, 1934, grew
up in Alabama before movin' north to work on WMTW
radio in Mount Washington, Maine, with Hal Lone Pine
and Sleepy Willis. Here he met Al Hawkes, Event
records' owner, and self-financed his first session for
$300. Backed by the 14 year old Leonard "Sonny Breau"
(lead gtr), Dick Curless (acoustic gtr) and Sleepy Willis
(bass) on a session set on July 17/18, 1956 they
recorded "Baby Let's Play House" and "I Don't Care If
The Sun Don't Shine". That's the closest to Elvis and the
Blue Moon Boys sound you can come. These sides
stayed in the can until being issued by Record Mart (UK)
on Event E-4282 in 1978. That bright single was the work
of Derek Glenister, Frank Bailey (owner of Record Mart) and John Burton.
It was a favourite record for many of us as was the re-issue for his Event E-4268 featuring "Baby,
Baby" and " Teenage Love Affair" (later also on Record Mart RMA 1040), two sides cut on July 15,
1957 with Sonny Breau, Dave Miller (bs) and Bobby Gosselin (snare drums) and the vocal support
of the Windjammers. Issued in September 1957, "Baby Bay" is a killer rockin' opus with just what
was needed as vocal group support, echo and rock-a-billy guitar. That's a 1.55 wonder. "Teenage
Love Affair" is a nice ballad but for that EP I would have enjoyed more "Lover Boy", another
stunning rockabilly wonder recorded in summer 1958 and left unissued then, instead we got that
ballad. Thanks to Record Mart, "Lover Boy" was issued in 1978 with another unissued side
"Heading For The High School Hop" (E-4261). Except the two Elvis covers, all the songs were
Curtis Johnson/Al Hawkes' originals. In 1959, Curtis Johnson married and in 1964 he moved to
California before returning to Alabama. Curtis who could play any instrument passed away on May
2, 2001.
For Curtis Johnson it makes a grand total of one US single released in 1957 and three UK singles
issued/reissued in 1978. Various unissued sides from summer 1958 were issued later on various
records until Bear Family came with the definitive work in 2004 with the CD "That'll Flat... Git It! vol 20" dedicated to the Event records label. We were lucky to have these sides because in
January 1961 a fire in Al Hawkes’ warehouse destroyed most of the masters and about 10,000
copies of Event singles. He decided with his partner Cecil Steen to fade out of the scene and in
April 1962, Event went out of the business as record label.
Dominique "Imperial" Anglares
October 14, 2018
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Watch out for this great 10 inch LP just fresh out of
the pressing plant. It's a legal release with all monies
paid, not another poor bootleg coming from nowhere.
If Carl Perkins is the true Godfather of Rockabilly, you
can tell that Kenny Parchman from Jackson (Tn) is his
nephew. That great cat who played in a true Carl
Perkins style was a frequent visitor at 706 Union
Avenue but never got any releases on the legendary
Sun yellow label. Until now, no LP was fully dedicated
to Kenny. We had the great Hydra CD "I Feel Like...
Rockin'" (BCK 27125) produced by Klaus Kettner from
Germany but that's all.
Kenny's band, named “The High Hats”, consisted of
Jerry Lee Smoochy Smith (pno), George Sykes (bs),
R.W Stephenson, Kenny's young brother Ronnie on
drums with some changes from time to time. With the
help of Carl Perkins and Smoochy Smith, Kenny got a recording contract with Sun records in
August 1956. Sun seemed to be heaven for all the aspiring singers since the meteoric rise of Elvis
Presley and Carl Perkins. A first session gave birth to “Love Crazy Baby” and “I Feel like Rockin’”,
two excellent rockabilly songs. On "I Feel Like Rockin'" the vocal support is just fabulous and on
"Love Crazy Baby" the piano just highlights the tune. Sam readied the records for release as Sun
252, around September 1956, but changed his mind and decided not to issue the record. Maybe
because Kenny's manager left town shortly before the record was to be released or maybe Sam
made an error of judgment. Anyway more work was done at Sun but all stayed in the vaults until
being issued on various LPs produced by Rockhouse (1984-85) and Charly records (1985-86).
In April 1957, Kenny got an offer from Jimmie Martin who was musician and owner of the Jaxon
label in Jackson. Kenny's record on that ultra-rare label offered “Treat Me Right”/“Don’t you Know”
(504), two songs already recorded at Sun but not issued. Here you had the Sun and Jaxon's
versions of "Treat Me Right".
The duet partner on "Don't You Know" is
reputedly Kenny's brother Ronnie. Another
single followed in 1958 for Lu records, another
Jackson label owned by Lonnie Blackwell,
coupling “Satellite Hop”, an instro, with “Get it
Off your Mind” (504) featuring a sax. At the
same time, Kenny was still recording some
classic rockabillies at Sun such as the fabulous
“Tennessee Zip”, the speeded up Country
classic "You Call Everybody Darlin'" and
different versions of "Get It Off Your Mind"
carrying great lyrics. "Tennessee Zip" is pure
frantic Rockabilly in Carl Perkins style and here
Sam Phillips missed the dart. That song could
match with the best songs ever recorded in
Tennessee and could have been a smash if
issued.
Here you've got it all... a record you can't miss if
you're a rockabilly vinyl addict. Treat you right!
Dominique "Imperial" ANGLARES
October 21, 2018
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TFTW is introducing a new section where we revisit previous articles that may (or may not) have a
current relevance. We start with a review of a gig run by the late Gerard Homan from Issue 49.
Gerard was a promotor of some imagination who brought many blues artists over from the states,
put them up at his home, and drove them around in his vintage Bentley.

Little Willie Littlefield - Castor Village Hall, Lincs. 18th May 2006
How many times have we enjoyed a gig, only to remark that it would have been so much better
somewhere smaller and informal? Well there were no such words uttered at the Castor Village
Hall, Lincs on May 18th because this was the dream gig. John Howard, our Mr. Angry, motored us
north up the A1 on the Thursday afternoon to meet promoter Gerard Homan, and his guest for the
night – Little Willie Littlefield, two legends in their own time!
Soon other guests arrived including reps from Juke Blues and Blues & Rhythm, and very soon
Willie was providing the data that you will be reading in the afore-mentioned magazines. One
interesting comment from Willie however, was that he was inspired by a certain piano playing
country singer; we assumed this to be Moon Mullican, but apparently not.
Volunteering our Mr. Shifter services to Gerard, we soon found ourselves at the famous Castor
Village Hall setting up the tables and chairs in the L shaped municipality. As the drinks and eats
were delivered in, the sound guys were placing four mics around the wonderfully battered wooden
piano set on a tiny corner stage about 12 inches from the floor. During his warm up Willie did “I
Can’t Help It” and, dismissing the vocals, if you could not see the performer you could have been
forgiven for thinking that the piano player was Jerry Lee Lewis! Afterwards I asked Willie if Jerry
had inspired him (or maybe the other way around)? Willie said, a little tersely “I never said that”
There was to be no other accompaniment that night apart from the joanna and Willie’s feet, so the
positioning of the mics was critical. Shifter Services took advantage of pushing a table next to the
stage whereupon Willie referred to us several times as “the journalists!” Soon the hall was full with
standing room only, and I guess more than 80% were local villagers but probably well primed in
advance by Gerard to what they were going to witness.
Willie, dressed smartly in a silver grey silk suit,
opened up with “Every Day I Have The Blues”
then “Sweet Home Chicago” by which time he
had his right shoe off and placed on top of the
piano and was pounding the floor with his foot as
strongly as he was the piano. With his right hand
hitting that top E then running the chords down
the keyboard this was ivory heaven.
Then “You Can Be Sad You Can Be Good”.
Willie then paid homage to the boogie woogie
greats with “a slow boogie” although his style is
no way a typical ‘30s boogie woogie piano.
“Slow Boogie!,” my posterior, it might have
started slow but this was a frantic pounding performance that had us and the villagers screamin’.
Somewhere in all this he managed to get in “Pop Goes The Weasel”, “Well Alreet” and the
“Wedding March”. And how about “Stormy Weather” for a slowie, can’t do much with that eh? Oh
yes he can!
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With a very Charles Brown vocal Willie then did something I have never seen a piano-man do
before, finish the piece by melodically plucking the strings above the ivories; have you ever
plucked a piano? I like Fat’s “Fat Man” and Willie got this perfect as an intro for “Good Rockin’
Tonight” another belter. If jazz is your bag “Long Time Blues” with some Satchmo scat thrown in
would have entertained you, however Willie was in a rockin’ mood and he finished that by
breaking into yet another pounding boogie woogie piece.
Was that enough? No way. Do you like Amos Milburn? “Chicken Shack Boogie” maybe, well come
on out Amos Milburn, complete with mumbling this was the real thing, this was Amos. Crikey, if
the audience was 50 years younger there would have been a riot. Next was “It’s Over” from a CD
to be released in June (was it?) then a wonderful oriental “Chinatown Boogie” complete with mock
slanty eyes. I believe Mark Lamarr appreciates Chinese Rock’n’Roll, look out for this one Mr. DJ.
The performance so far had been predominately rolling powerhouse left hand and thumping top
note crescendo. Surely “Going Down Slow” will suggest a drop in pace? Yes, well briefly before
Mr. Dixon’s classic went hell bent for leather. Then “I Love You Because” and a request from the
“journalists” for “Happy Pay Day”. Then as soon as we heard the opening notes to “Summertime”
there were squeals from the ladies, and Willie paid and played a wonderful vocal compliment to
the voices of Charles Brown and Nat King Cole.
Willie’s claim to fame is his original recording of Leiber/Stoller’s “Kansas City,” and, picking his
shoe up from the piano top, used it to run down the keyboard, roll over Freddy Fingers! Number
16 was the Charles Brown “Drifting Blues” classic, and it is really on the few slow songs that
Willie’s voice comes to the fore, another beautiful tribute to Charles.
Then the penultimate, probably only the second or third song that most of the hall would have
recognised - “Blueberry Hill” and perhaps the weakest. I believe I remember five songs in his
encore, Willie did not want to leave the stage, nor did we, but Gerard smartly took over the
limelight to announce Robert Penn, Lou Pride and Joey Gilmour as future artists to appear at the
hall or Stamford Arts Centre (Joey’s cancelled, replaced by Robert Belfour 15th December). Plus
also female American Gospel singers Ethel Caffie-Austin and Delnora Roberts, who will be
playing at a local Castor church on August 10th, can’t miss that. Hopefully this issue of TFTW will
be including all Gerard’s gigs to the end of the year.
Very Little Willie dwarfed by Gerard

Must also mention that Gerard advised us that it was only when he saw Willie stand up at the
piano for the first time that he realised why he was called “Little Willie,” Willie nodded to
acknowledge that it was not for any other reason! Gigs at the Stamford Arts Centre and Castor
Village Hall are wonderful magnetic opposites; however for atmosphere the Hall is as close as you
will get to something authentic “down home.” Select your gig, you may need B&B but don’t miss!
Also don't miss Little Willie Littlefield at November's Rhythm Riot this time complete with the Riot's
rockin' R&B band, beggars belief!
Ken Major
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New Woody Shaun was amazed I had seen about 67
Jerry Lee Lewis shows, and asked how this was
possible. As I saw my first show in 1964, 54 years ago, it
is perhaps not so surprising. There are fans who have
seen more Jerry Lee shows. Faye Coffey, Terry Adams,
Graham Knight and other long-standing fans saw shows
Jerry did in the years before I became a fan. Peter
Hayman who does reviews for the fan club magazine
'Fireball Mail' seems to go to every show Jerry does in
the States and elsewhere.
Why did avid fans go to so many shows, including the
two shows a night which Jerry Lee usually did in the
earlier decades? Well he never performed to a set list back then, so every show was quite
different. Once he started having big Country hits at the end of the 1960s, he added many of
these to his Rock’n’Roll repertoire, and his shows could last as long as 90 minutes. A great show
he did at the Rainbow Theater, Finsbury Park in 1977 consisted of up-tempo Rock’n’Roll
interspersed with slow Country songs. Many Teds and rockers in the audience were heckling him
during the slow songs and shouting for 'Rock’n’Roll'. At the end of the show Jerry did a
Rock’n’Roll medley then closed with 'Old Rugged Cross', which kept the hecklers quiet.
Here is the fantastic set-list for that show: Roll Over Beethoven, She Even Woke Me Up To Say
Goodbye, Chantilly Lace, Medley: Release Me/Waiting For A Train, Your Cheatin' Heart, Drinkin'
Wine Spo-Dee-O-Dee, Trouble In Mind, What'd I Say, Green Green Grass of Home, One Has My
Name, Me & Bobby McGhee, Medley: No-one Will Ever Know/The One Rose That's Left In My
Heart, Boogie Woogie Country Man, The Old Country Church, Medley: I'll Fly Away/Looking For A
Rock, You Belong To Me, High School Confidential, Fraulein, What's Made Milwaukee Famous,
Break My Mind, Another Place Another Time, Mexicali Rose (slow version), Mexicali Rose (fast
version), Great Balls of Fire, Who's Gonna Play This Old Piano, Whole Lotta Shakin' Goin' On,
Medley: You Can Have Her/ Mean Woman Blues/Don't Be Cruel/Hound Dog/Good Golly Miss
Molly/Tutti Frutti/Long Tall Sally, The Old Rugged Cross. (An amateur audience recording exists,
but includes only a bit of High School Confidential and Fraulein where the cassette tape ran out
and had to be turned over!)
Many fans followed tours around the country, or even around
Europe. I have been to several dates on UK tours, including
places like Portsmouth and Brighton as well as London. In 1972
I saw 17 Jerry Lee shows, two a night at the London Palladium
(when he also ended the first show that night with 'Old Rugged
Cross'), and two a night at Ipswich, Peterborough, Chatham,
Coventry, Walthamstow Granada, and no less than four shows
in Liverpool over two nights. Plus I saw him later that year at
the London Rock'n'Roll show in the old Wembley Stadium,
which also included Bill Haley and His Comets, Bo Diddley, Chuck Berry, Little Richard, Heinz and
Screamin' Lord Sutch among others. Richard was booed for spending much of his set on top of
the piano tearing up his mirror-suit and throwing bits into the audience.
The last time I saw Jerry jump up on top of the piano was in Northampton in 1987, where the
theater manager was fuming about him stomping all over the grand piano in his cowboy boots.
In 1993 I saw him three nights running at the Kings Hotel, Newport, South Wales, where Dave
Webb held his annual Jerry Lee Lewis Fan Club conventions. Also at The Forum, Kentish Town
and just up the road from where I live at The Grand, Clapham Junction.
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I have seen Jerry Lee shows twice in Paris, and once in Memphis for his birthday show in 2002.
The last time I saw him was again at the London Palladium in 2015. He has not been to the UK
since that visit, but is still doing many shows a year in the States. He now works from a set-list and
his shows are shorter than in the 1970s and 1980s. In the early days of the 1960s, and no doubt
the 1950s, there were many support acts. I first saw Jerry Lee at Golders Green Hippodrome
where Gene Vincent closed the first half, and there were many other artists on the bill. So Jerry
Lee only did about 20 or 25 minutes, but there were two shows a night. Now he does sets of about
40-45 minutes usually.
Another reason for going to so many shows were the antics Jerry
got up to on stage. He would play with his foot, his arse, his
elbow, climb on top of the piano, even stand on the keys
sometimes. There was much banter with the audience, and he
would think nothing of walking off stage if he was not happy with
the sound - this happened at the Royal Festival Hall in 2004, but
he came back on again. At one show the spotlight kept going off
him and on to his band members, and he shouted out 'Boy, girl or
whatever you are up there, keep that damn spotlight on ME!' It still
kept wandering off him, so he changed the words of his big
Country hit 'There Must Be More To Love Than This' to 'There
Must Be More To Lights Than This', which made the person
operating the spotlight even more nervous. Poor Kenny Lovelace, who has been in his back-up
band since the late 1960s, a partnership which has lasted far longer than any of his seven
marriages, sometimes gets the brunt of Jerry's anger, but he has stayed loyal.
Jerry's daughter Phoebe was managing him on the road in later years until her Aunt Judith, who is
now her stepmother, took over. At 83 he seems to still be doing many shows all over the United
States, and some Woodies caught him at the Las Vegas Rock'n'Roll festival recently.
I feel privileged to have seen so many shows, and to have caught him at his best in the 1960s,
‘70s and ‘80s with all the stage antics. I have seen him cause near-riots, such as Bellevue,
Manchester in 1977 where police got on stage to make audience members vacate it, and
Wimbledon Theater in 1966 when much of the audience also ended up on stage with Jerry on top
of the piano and the theater manager, trying to restore order, was sprawled across the orchestra
pit after he got knocked over by fans who then climbed over him to get on stage.
I doubt I will ever see another Jerry Lee show, unless he is possibly
invited over for a festival spot. However the traveling and staying in
hotels takes it out of him, but he still manages gigs as far apart as
New York City, Chicago and California, all far distant from his current
home in Southaven, Ms, near Memphis (the Lewis Ranch in Nesbit,
Ms is now open to visitors again, but Jerry no longer lives there
permanently.)
I have visited the Ranch on several occasions, the last being in 2002.
Also the Lewis House in his hometown of Ferriday which was a little
museum run by his late
sister, Frankie Jean. Also the
Delta Museum in Ferriday which has exhibits for Jerry Lee
and his two Ferriday cousins Country singer Mickey Gilley
and TV evangelist Jimmy Swaggart. Jerry's sister Linda
Gail Lewis, her two daughters and other family members
are, or were in the case of those who have died, also
singers and piano players. One of Jerry Lee's jokes goes:
'I got the talent, you all got the scrapings!'
Tony Papard
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Halloween occurring during the last two months gap between Tales From The Woods publication
provided me with the opportunity to write about Horror movies. Needless to say, it has become a
yearly tradition. After all, if Hollywood can spring reboots, remakes and rehashes from older films,
why shouldn't I?
It started promisingly with, yet again, a new
Halloween (2018) sequel. Well, actually,
“The Sequel”; the one to end them all by
virtually cancelling all the previous ones. A
final confrontation; Michael Myers, most
prominent masked psychotic serial killer vs
his most notorious paranoid surviving victim,
Laurie Strode. Killing each other and in the
process, hopefully, God willing, putting the
franchise to eternal rest.
There I saw it, just leaving the screen room, hanging on the
corridor wall. A poster of, of course, a new iteration of
Robin Hood. Was it a guy or a girl? A ninja or a thief?
A legendary hero, from days past, one I could barely tell
apart from William Tell. No wonder I dismissed it. Since
Hollywood's propaganda machine has recently gone full
steam, I have become mostly desensitised from current
releases, recent arrivals and new trailers.
Regardless,
needed to go on and I already
had a plan in mind. Unfortunately, for the first time ever,
seasonal releases, especially spooky ones, proved to be sparse. Typically, that wouldn’t be a
problem; I could always borrow from the classics and gratuitously proclaim how good they were.
Mentioning British Hammer Films would, most likely, do the trick.
Appealing to nostalgia and the romanticism of cult characters like Dracula, Frankenstein or
Quatermass would fill the gaps but wouldn’t fill me inside, it would be just cheap. Sadly doing
some necessary research, I soon realised that Ghosts proved too intangible as a topic, The
Mummy had died of old age and the Invisible Man was nowhere to be seen. In essence I had no
script, no theme, no article.
A month had just passed by and both column deadline and winter were closing in fast. Daylight
had started to pale, losing strength, vitality and perhaps even self-confidence. Same as me. The
eternally menacing darkness accompanied my newly found mood; panic!
At times like this I used to go to the cinema to cheer myself up especially with a tale of a hero or
heroine, or a group of them for that matter, defeating the odds against a formidable foe or fate.
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Regrettably, the recent debacle of most (Marvel) Super-heroes by Thanos and the excessive
political propaganda that nowadays movies were portraying
wasn’t helping.
Panic became despair. Bonnie Tyler was spot on. I needed
a hero.
Lacking screen time to reach my usual screen quota I
resorted to YouTube. And there I found it; a short video of a
seemingly inconsequential topic, with a homemade, selftaught guy revealing fresh discoveries, offering his view on
Ancient Archery. A viral sensation accumulating almost 50
million views and counting.
Lars Andersen: A New Level of Archery.
To be honest, I rarely feel sad, neither do I panic, nor fall into
despair. And frankly, I have known about Lars’ video for a
long time. But there’s a certain gift inherent with it; a “feel
good video” capable of raising my spirits every time I watch it.
A modern hero of sorts.
So imagine my surprise when I learned that Lars Andersen
himself was involved in the new Robin Hood film, training the
players; two actors and one actress, on how to effectively use
a bow and arrows. His own historical version of
archery. Swiftly, proficiently and stylish; that is.
The plot runs parallel to Lars' own experience. Lars
first trained on Western Archery, a modern sport with
fixed views, goals and forms to eventually start his own
research, delving into the past and ancient ways to
discover a far more dynamic, exciting and
spectacularly effective style.
On the other hand; Robert of Loxley is being called to
arms to fight on the Crusades. Trained on the English
Long Bow he is quickly overwhelmed and
overpowered by the Saracen army and archery
technique. Ultimately defeated and wounded in action, he is shipped back to England only to
discover that during his absence, he has been declared dead. His wife, Lady Marian, married
anew to another man and the Sheriff of Nottingham has taken his possessions.
With nothing left to lose, he allies with a
Saracen fighter who will inspire him to reclaim
his status, fighting back against the tyranny of
the Sheriff and most importantly regain Lady
Marian’s love. All while mastering “A New Level
of Archery”. Becoming Robin Hood.
As impressive as it sounds, the movie has its
flaws. It tries to accomplish a lot by covering so
much. All the necessary bits and pieces to tell
his story are there. Robert and Marian's first
encounter, romantic involvement, call to arms,
military service, war and its consequences… It’s
all there yet still each act feels short, lacking and incomplete.
As an example, the way the Crusades war and combat is fashioned in a modern guerrilla style;
close, intense and gripping but other than showing one or two skirmishes is never explored.
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On the way back, Robin seems to
exhibit symptoms of post traumatic
disorder which would give the character
an extra dimension, an emotional one,
strengthening the link with the audience.
But other than sign posting, that route is
never taken.
And last example, his motivations are
not only unclear but they change on the
go; revenge, social justice, sense of
adventure suggested by the people
around.
Nonetheless, the director’s care can be sensed all through the footage. The new approach is
highly unique and creative. The actors performing their owns stunts are truly impressive and the
great effort invested certainly makes it amusing. So if you have the opportunity, as flawed as it is,
give it a chance.
And now is when I usually would propose some alternatives. And yes, there are, heaps and
heaps:
Starting with:
Errol Flynn and The Adventures of Robin Hood (1938)
Kevin Costner and Prince of Thieves (1991)
Or Russell Crowe and Robin Hood (2010)
And even more:
Disney’s own animated film, Robin Hood (1973)
Warner Bros’ Robin Hood Daffy (1958)
Or Jackie Chan’s own Rob-B-Hood (2006)
And the list goes on. However, as much as I tried watching
them, I could not. Not even Mel Brooks' comedy Robin Hood:
Men in Tights (1993) seemed to work.
I realised that nothing can replace the big screen
experience. Therefore, I will continue going to the
cinema, reviewing them when they are good and
even when they are bad, fatefully recommending
them.
And reaching home after the theatre movies, like
every night, lying down in bed, I will close my
eyes while stepping into the land of dreams,
adventuring deeper into the woods, carrying bow
and arrows, fantasising on emulating both
legendary and modern heroes.
Sweet dreams.

Marti Canal
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The Buzz
Welcome to The Buzz
The 'Tales From The Woods' round up of gigs where you really need to show
your face.
I was sitting here in the Tales From The Woods office here in Bromley, capital
of north Kent, twiddling my thumbs, scratching my head, glancing around the room, searching for
inspiration, staring at the keyboard and upwards to the screen as though to coax the words to
write themselves. I picked up my mug of hot steaming tea with my left hand, about to sip, when
the phone rang, jolting me into a state of near consciousness. Wow! This is good news as not only
will I have something to write about, the call could not have been timelier for another reason. Just
a few days ago I was speaking to lead guitarist and genius musical director of the Tales From
The Woods Band, John Spencely, chatting excitedly regarding June 16th’s wonderful Doug
Kershaw, Graham Fenton show at the 100 Club, I remarked too, as you would have read in my
Page 3 column, we’re having a Woodies birthday soiree at Gerry’s in February where the TFTW
band will be plugging in with a few special guests. John suggested if another small event was
possible before the June event, “just to keep the rust off, type of thing”, I replied that I’d give it
some thought.
The aforementioned phone call saved me from the search, a suitable and private social club not
far from Pudding Lane has offered to sponsor an evening of rocking with the TFTW Band and
special guests. I can’t say much more at this moment in time, as I know little more, except to say a
forthcoming meeting with the venue manager will reveal all. Until I’m able to release further details
via our social networking facilities and within the pages of issue 107, may I say “Have a wonderful
Christmas and peaceful year ahead, thank you all for your wonderful support for this magazine,
live shows, social events and everything else in between”.
From Tony Burke: Three new books to look out for in 2019: Eyeball Publications are publishing a
third, expanded and updated edition of the discography 'Blues Records 1943 - 1970' by Bob
McGrath and Les Fancourt - no street date as yet but details soon. US writer Bruce Triggs is
publishing 'Accordion Revolution - A People’s history of the accordion from the Industrial
Revolution to the Rock and Roll era' due in the Spring and will include chapters on jazz, rock and
roll, country, western swing, zydeco and cajun, Tex-Mex etc. To sign up for email details visit
www.AccordionRevolution.com. The unfinished book which was shelved following disagreements
between its authors Paul Oliver and Mack McCormick is to be published in January 2019. The late
Paul Oliver invited Alan Govenar, a respected ethnomusicologist to assist him in finishing the
work. ‘The Blues Come to Texas: Paul Oliver and Mack McCormick’s Unfinished Book’ provides
not only a fascinating view into the results of a massive fieldwork and writing effort that is unlikely
to ever be duplicated, but also affords scholars of American roots music a glimpse into the minds
and work methods of two giants of blues scholarship.
Over to Dave “Jazz Junction” Carroll for another of his unsurpassable gig guides that will keep you
out at nights during those long dark evenings ahead.
The Gig List
Information is obtained from various sources and is hopefully accurate.
The advice ‘check before travelling’ remains sound.
December 2018
2
Sunday
Jon Cleary
Born in Kent but based in New Orleans for many years, and making one of his regular visits to the UK, the
funk and r&b pianist will be appearing with his ‘red-hot’ Louisiana band.
Jazz Cafe
£20 + fees
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9
Sunday
Mike Sanchez
Top quality rhythm & blues is guaranteed by former Big Town Playboy turned family man.
100 Club
£14 + adv, £17.50 door
11
Tuesday
Boubacar Traoré
Malian singer-songwriter whose music has strong echoes of the Blues.
Nell’s Jazz & Blues £29.16
14
Friday
Bonnie Dobson & The Blinkin’ Buzzards
Canadian folk legend whose1962 composition ‘Morning Dew’, a post-apocalyptic vision, was written after
she had toured with Sonny Terry & Brownie McGhee and Mississippi John Hurt. That’s the blues for you.
Kalamazoo Club at The King’s Head, Crouch End N8 8AA £15
14
Friday
Cajun Xmas Party with the Bearcat Cajun Playboys
One mainly for the dancers one expects. Perhaps andouille, boudin and chaudin too.
Cecil Sharpe House £15.40
27 & 28
Thursday & Friday Leroy Hutson
Cult soulman makes second visit to Jazz Cafe in two years.
Jazz Cafe
£30 + fees
January 2018
14 -19 Monday - Saturday London Blues Week 2019
Ticket to cover all six nights
100 Club
£75 + fees
15 & 16
Tues/Wednesday
Kim Wilson
with Billy Flynn & The Giles Robson Band
Fabulous Thunderbirds frontman with Chicago bluesman
and British blues band.
100 Club
£25 + fees (adv), (earlybird £20+)

http://www.ukrock.net/

17
Thursday
Sugar Ray Rayford
A Texas bluesman who impressed with some soulful blues at Porretta in 2015.
100 Club
£25 + fees (adv), (earlybird £20+)
18
Friday
Sharrie Williams
Hailing from Saginaw, Michigan, she has been dubbed the Princess of rockin’ gospel blues.
100 Club
£25 + fees (adv), (earlybird £20+)
19
Saturday
Mud Morganfield
Larry is one of the sons of McKinley, and has been a frequent visitor to these shores.
100 Club
£27.50 + fees (adv), (earlybird £22.50+)
End of the London Blues Week
16
Wednesday
Mud Morganfield
As above.
Eel Pie Club at the Cabbage Patch, Twickenham

£17.50 + fees (adv), £20 (door)

24
Thursday
Rick Estrin & The Nightcats
Vocalist and harp player noted for his sharp lyrics, who replaced Little Charlie as leader in 2008.
100 Club
£17.50 + fees (adv), £20 (door)
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26
Saturday
The Gibson Brothers
Best known for their disco hits in the late 70s and
early 80s ‘Cuba’, ‘Que Sera Mi Vida’ etc.
Jazz Cafe
£20 + fees
20
Sunday
Chris Smither
Folk/blues
singer-songwriter
and
guitarist
promoting his latest album ‘Call Me Lucky’.
King’s Place
£16.50 + fees
27
Sunday
Chris Smither
As above
Walthamstow Folk Club at Ye Olde Rose & Crown
Theatre Pub, 53 Hoe Street E17 4SA £16

The Organ for the Swedish
Rock'n'Roll Club

27
Sunday
Ronnie Spector & The
Ronettes
Celebrating 55 years since their first UK tour,
when, it is said, their sex appeal blew many a black
& white TV valve.
Roundhouse
£15 - £35 + fees

KUNGSGATAN 5 - SE-432 45 VARBERG - SWEDEN
Founded in 1979, AMERICAN MUSIC
MAGAZINE is an A4 size magazine, published
three times a year for all devotees of 50's
associated music. Each issue comprises at
least 48 pages of interesting fact filled articles
and reviews complete with a cover in glorious
colour, rare photographs in abundance, artist
discographies and recording session details
when available.

28
Monday
Willie Watson
One for fans of old timey music. Singer-songwriter
and founding member of Old Medicine Show. Plays
5-string banjo. Thank goodness for opposable
thumbs.
The Garage - Unreserved seating as well as
standing tickets
£20 + fees

Annual subscription rates for three issues is
£24. Sample copy is £9, PDF file is £15. For
more enquiries contact our UK representative
Dickie Tapp at e-mail:
dickietapp@googlemail.com

February 2019
12
Tuesday
Cedric Burnside
Hill country blues drummer performing and signing new album. Doors 6.00 pm, live 7.00 pm.
Rough Trade East, Old Truman Brewery, 91 Brick Lane E1 6QL CD £9.99, LP £14.99
15 & 16
Friday & Saturday Lamont Dozier
Re-scheduled dates following the June cancellations for health reasons. Soul royalty.
Union Chapel
£35.75

February will also feature the birthday soiree at Gerry’s Club.
Keep an eye out for further details
Don't forget to book your tickets for Doug Kershaw and
Graham Fenton at the 100 Club on Sunday 16th June
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If you wish to be placed on our mailing list to receive the free on-line magazine (around six issues per annum),
occasional newsletters/round robin emails which advise all our subscribers of items of interest, reductions on all
TFTW gigs/merchandise, also reductions on selected promotions, automatic invitations to all TFTW social
events, or if you wish to advertise in the UK's only on-line roots music magazine, please contact

'Tales From The Woods'
25 Queen Anne Avenue, Bromley, Kent, BR2 0SA
Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk
All subscribers receive a membership card. For those who do not possess a computer we send out black
and white paper copies of the mag which will incur a fee of £10 per year.

Remember - you’re only young twice… Keith Woods
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